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News

Quorate AGM has
it's ups and downs
Ken Shoji opened this year's
Annual Genera l Meeting on
Monday night 20 minutes later
than planned, and with a great sigh
of relief declared, " I think we have
a quorate this evening". With only
81 entries by 7 pm his anxiety was
understandable, but now that the
crowds had finally flocked in the
prospect of a worthwhile meeting
looked a little brighter.
The agenda certainly didn't start
off on a particularly exciting note
with the regular introductions and
submission of questions, yet
thanks to the Senior President
there was a little comic relief when
he asked speakers to come up the
"rectum
sorry, rostrum ".
Honorary Treasurer Theresa Bray ,
looking as if she had just arrived
from a harlequinade in her starspangled jersey and dazzling
earrings, then completed the
inaugural ncessities by reporting
on the increased takings in all the
students' union buildings last
year. Mike Conway, sporting a
bowtie which had obviously not
seen the light of day since the
inebriated antics of th e Presidents'
Ball , clapped generously. Then
things livened up.
Of course the prolonged debate
over the future of the proposed
'Deputy Presidency' was dragged
up once again in vociferous
fashion. Composed and confident,
the Union President Heather
Lamont spelt out the stupidity of
having two presidents within the
one student body, and explained
the proposal to form a new 'Union
Execut ive· which ·would report to
the Committee of Management on
the day-to-day house business· .
Ewan Hawthorne. without the
normally habitual black shirt and
tie. declared that such changes
would be 'undemocratic'. He
attacked Midweek and Student for
what he described as biased
publicity , and was eagerly
supported by David Murray who
similarly criticised Student for
putting pressure on the
Committee of Management.
Roddy Manson , an old hand at
,eneral meetings, managed to
-1oice his opinion that not many
l:leople had ever read the amendments yet his rather exaggerated
manual gestures tended to distract
from the argument. Miss Lamont
then returned to the rostrum
declaring subtly, " I find Mr
Hawthorne's arguments highly
silly." She pointed out that the
proposals were democratic
because the on ly power awarded
to the Union Executive would be
that given by the Union
representatives themselves.
With hisses ringing in his ears,
Mr Hawthorn made a last ditch
attempt to block the vote by
blurting out some regulation
which necessitates the use of

" card votes" . The composed Ken
Shoji corrected the speaker, and
the vote, by hand, went ahead .
Mike Conway managed to force a
recount by forgetting his calculations, yet when the final result was
recorded the 250 who voted in
favour of the motion were still not
enough to reach a quorate.
It was quickly back to business
though , and there was some
surprise that nobody bothered to
oppose a motion calling for a
referendum to join the NUS. Mr
Steel, who had made it this time,
was later asked to express his
thoughts on affiliation to NUS . The
Rector said he admired the
efficiency of the organisation but
that ii was up to the studen ts
themselves whether or not the
affiliation fee of £35,000 is worth it.
Mr Steel, as calm and collected as
ever, then proceeded to reveal his
intention to stand down from his
University post at the end of this
term of office.
The Honorary Secretary Mike
Conway was itching to unleash his
own rhetorical skills, and was
obviously disappointed when a
question asking him to express his
views on Vasser Arafat and the
plig ht of the PLO was quickly
recalled as being bogus'
Now it was time for the private
members ' motions . Ebrahim
Hasser made a passionate ,
coherent call for making
Edinburgh University " an
apartheid-free zone". In a bitter
criticism of the apartheid regime in
South Africa , Mr Hasser attacked
the continual investment in the
country's economy by British
businesses. Deservingly, he was
applauded from all sides. The next
motion demanding proportional
representation (PR) in this
country's electoral system was
more hotly disputed .
Messrs Cunningham and
O'Donnell conducted their own
little battle of facts and myth .
Opposing the motion , Mr
Cunningham attacked the undemocratic "behind-the-doo r
deals" which result when different
party leaders are forced to work
together, and even managed a dig
at the Lib-Lab pact which
encouraged a grin from Mr Steel.
He then confidently declared that
the present system of representation had "stood the test of time".
Mr O'Donnell criticised the
present government for "defendits electoral privilege from past
years - the House of Commons
has stood the test of time, but so
what .J" Susan Deacon recounted
her baked potato parable of the
public who don't really understand the petitions they sign, and
that figures quoted to support the
motion should be given greater
conside ration . Although the
motion won with a majority of over

a hundred votes it did not get a
quorate.
Those students who decided to
vacate their seats at this stage
missed some of the most coherent
speeches of the evening when
Lindsay Thomson and Anna
Burnside conducted a competent
criticism of recent NHS cuts,
comparing th e Secretary of State
for Health with King Herod . Mr
Steel however, looked rather
uninterested in the whole affair
judging by his interest in last
week 's Student. Miss Burnside
highlighted the forthcoming
closure of Bruntsfield Hospital ,
the only hospital in Scotland
exclusively for women . "Only
nutters would vote against this,"
she said. and she was right ,
nobody did .
At this point in the proceedings
Mr Steel decided to make his
retreat. Although he probably
would not have missed the
speaker from Friends of the Earth
who asked for the use of
returnable containers in union
Dav,d Steel knocked sideways by GM .
shops to save money and stop
Photo by Donald Pollock.
pollution. he might well have
found the more spirited debate on
the possibility of forming a
Scottish UGC more interesting.
The proposers made it clear that
Scottish universities shou ld be \
able to voice their own opinion to
government, yet the oppos1 t1on
emphasised that a separate UGC
TH E POST OF Freshers' Week
would lead to Scotland being
Director last week went to
ignored and would allow the
Caroline Lamont , who had been
Tones to make cuts spec,f,cally
required to face a second
against Scottish un1vers1t1es For
selection panel along with another
thegreatma1ont yofthosepresent
candidate. Mark Rowley. The pair
the opposition made most sense
had been the subject of a tied vote
and the motion was defeated
Cuts in the National Health
at the first panel , which
At last 1t was time for everyone's
Service and reduced demand 1 nevertheless eliminated one other
old favourite Julian Goodare.
seem certain to cause substantial
candidate, and a quite new panel
Having removed his Dr Who scarf, reductions in the intake at the
had to be formed in order to
Edinburgh Dental Hospital and
the unruffled Mr Goodare made a
separate the two.
determined call fortherightforfree School. Though the Dentral
speech which is lacking in so Strategy Review Body had already
many other countries. The recommended that the general
Students' Association should I output of dentists should be cut by
affiliate to Amnesty, he said. j 10% a meeting last week of the
FROM THE 14TH of November
Roddy Manson took up the • Scottish Home and Health Departmature students with children at
challenge with his unique gusto. ment, Lothian Health Board, and
school in the Edinburgh area who
Dave Murray was there to support
UGC and Edinburgh University ,
are never anywhere near a phone
him by declaring his fears that
agreed that Edinburgh must take a
in the course of the day can end
such a move might be ultra vires.
much bigger slice of the cuts
those day long worries about the
When the vote against the motion
under one of three options.
children at school - for in future
came, Roddy and Dave were to be
you can give your childrens school
• a reduced entry of 40 students a
seen waving
their paws all alone
the students association office
year
combined
with
enhanced
in the front row .
phone number - 667 0214 and call
postgraduate activity.
Mr Goodare was very much the
in during the day to the SA office
man of the moment. Heather
and ask if the school has passed
• a reduced entry of 40 students a
Lamont supported an amendment
on any information about the kids.
year combined with average
by the Committee of Management
postgraduate activity.
which felt that the Nestle boycott
was too limited. Mr Goodare was
not be beaten however, and
• closure of th e school.
emphasised the necessity of
Though the third of these options
making Nestle the target of the
ATTENTION
MATURE
campaign as ii was the biggest
is understood to be highly
STUDENTS -you've moaned and
unlikely, the other cuts suggested
and most important abuser of
complained about the student
would mean a drop in intake of
Third World marketing. The
accommodation service, well this
around 15 students per year amendment was quickly defeated,
Thursday Dec. 1st at 1 pm . II will
substantially more than the 10%
and the evening was complete
be your chance to put your points
average. The Principal of thjl
to the Director of the Student
University, Dr John Burnett
Accommodation Service.
reacted to the suggestions by
Meeting PGSU , Buccleuch
commenting. "A reduced entry of
Place (Top Floor)
40 is a blow , since it imp li es that
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The report begins with an
outline of the difficulties which
have arisen regarding staff for the
SACS . These difficulties appear to
have reached crisis point on
several occasions. The staff
consisted of one full-time advisory
assistant and three part-time
counsellors in October 1982.
This was increased slightly in

Afresh Lamont

·1

School's in

I

Mature SAS?

cause concern
December, but the service was still
understaffed. Then in the same
month, the three members of staff
left - all for family reasons. They
were hurriedly replaced by Diana
Guthrie, Craig Mc Devitt and Cathy
Smyth and since then things have
gone relatively smoothly.
One of the most surprising
aspects of the report is the number
of studen ts who have been advised
and counselled. There has been a
marked increase since the
beginning of 1983 in the amount of
students with complex and deepse~ted problems who have been
seeking help from the service. The
numbers are much larger than one
would expect with about 200
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Student problems
The annual report of the Stuoent
Advisory and Counselling Service
has just been published. It Is a very
professional document indeed ,
having been well researched, well
organised and very well written .
Michael Devlin has had · a quick
read and outlines the main points
raised by the report.

oentaI

students looking for advice and

nine of them requiring in excess of

20 interviews.
The

largest single group of

assistance-seeking students are

first year Arts students. Indeed ,
Arts students account for over a
third of all the counselling that was
done. This increase is probably
due to ·what the report calls
"i ncreasing legal and financial
strictures". Most of the students
are " not sufferiog from psychiatric
illness, but from personal difficulties which make ii difficult for
them to function in a university
environmen t".

the whole of th e Scottish 10%
reduction could be concentrated
on Edinburgh . Nevertheless , it is a
viable number and with an
enhanced postgraduate activity,
so conspicuously lacking in
dentistry throughout the country,
the Edinburgh Dental School
housed in a new building could be,
as it should be, a powerful focus
for dental study."
There is no guarantee, however,
that the long awaited new Dental
School will become a reality.
Despite the fact that the School
currently occupies an antiquated
and overcrowded building in
Chambers Street. plans for a new
building between the Student
Centre and Appleton Tower have
recently been postponed due to
financial constraints.
lain Cameron

Help at hand
THE UNIVERS ITY'S Teaching ,
Learning and Assessment Committee. who arrange the study
skills seminars in first term , are to
publish a series of guidance notes
on the same topics in conjunction
with the Students· Association.
These guidance notes have been
in existence for some time but
have never been prepared for
publication until now. It has yet to
be decided whether the notes will
be issued as separate pamphlets
or as a single collected book, but a
sub-committee has already been
set up to assess the best means of
progress. One spin-off of the move
is that the Association mi~ht well
gain more income from its Print
Room.

Charles presides over
graduation ceremony
While last Wednesday , 23rd
NoYember , may have been
eneventful tor most students at
Edinburgh, for the University itself
was a special day. For among
111ote present at the McEwan Hall
tor a CNAA awards ceremony,

a

Graham Chalmers reports, was
HRH Prince Charles.
Disti nguished guests from as far
apart as Cornwall and Ulster made
up th e privileged audience which
,aw the Prince of Wales. as
President of the Council for
Nation al A cade m ic Awards.
confer five honorary degrees and
present 88 graduates representing
college s from all over Britain with
their degrees . Unfortunately for
the university's male fraternity, he
was not accompanied for once by
Princess Di. Th is may help to

explain

why

TV

crews

were

noticeably absent durinq his visit.
As was only to be expected the

whole occasion was characterised
by a good deal of pomp and
cerem ony.

The

zea l and

pro-

fessionalism with which it was
carried out. however. marked it in
stark con trast to last year"s
cerem ony at the Guild Hall in
London which. it is generally
agreed, was something of a flop .
Th e opening programme of
organ music by Mr Herrick
Bunn ey of St. Giles Cathedral was

follow ed by th e entrance of Prince
Charles at the tail -end of a
magnificent procession. Among
its ranks were both the Principal ,
Dr John Burnett and the Vice
Principal. Professor Norman C.
Hunt who said later that it had

been Prince Charles' own idea to
hold th e event in McEwan Hall in
thi s his final year as President of
the CNAA.
As he presented scores of
graduates with their degrees his
thought s must have been
travelling back to the time seven
years earlter when he had been
installed as Presiden t 1n the very
same hall. Among those whpm he
conferred prestigious honorary
degrees upon were tw o of
Ed inburgh University's 'old boys·,
Sir James Hamilton and Sir
Donald Barron who at present is
the Chairman of Midland Bank.
Prince Charles chatted
individually to each graduate and it
was obvious that he was taking a
genuine interest in the proceedings. His closing speech on
the links between education and
industry which capped off the
ceremony had obviously not been
scripted for him by a ghost-writer
since it included off-the-cuff
remarks he had made earlier in the
day at the IBM computer plant in
Greenock.

Afterwa rd s Prince Charles and
his guests headed fo r the Student
Centre Refectory where they
enjoyed an in formal reception . All-

The Senior President , Ken Shoji,
has reacted strongly to news that
overseas students who pay full
in-all, although the occasion was a fees at St. Andrews University are
receiving preference over home
purely C NAA one, as its Assistant
students in their choice of courses
Secretary Mr Lauder later
in the Arts Faculty.
stressed. it ref lected well on
. " I don't think they should be
Edinburgh University.
given priority just because they
The only sour no te in the whole
pay a lo t of money". he said on
day was the rece p tion tha t Prince
Thursday 24th November . While
Charles received from a small
recognising that overseas
group of SWSO stud ents when he
students were not yet as much of a
arrived before the ce remony 1n his
p roblem here as at St. Andrews,
chauffeur-driven ca r. His sudden
the Senior president believes that
arrival at the side entrance
there are worrying signs that
surprised the SWSO demonEdinbu rgh University could be
strators who had been standing at
heading down the same path .
the fron t of McEwan Hall greeting
Effo rt s to attract American
each new arriva l with cries of "We
students by sending teams of
painted Heseltine". One one egg,
academics abroad to promote
which missed. could be thrown
Edinburgh have been stepped up
before the Prince disappeared
in the last few years. Even the
safely behind the solid gates of the
Principal. Or Burnett , got in on the
Medical Faculty"s bui ldings.
act during his visit to Pennsylvania
When asked by Student TV
whether Prince Charles had been
University last year to receive an
moved at al l by the demonstration
honorary degree.
Recent ly , the Un1vers1ty has
his chauffeur replied that he had
published its first ever guide
taken it all quietly 1n his strid e.
Fortunately for the Student ' specifically for overseas students
which 1n glowing terms describes
Union·s finances. therefore, there
was to be no repet1t1on of recent
Edinburgh as "a good commurnugly scenes at Warwick and
cat1on's centre, well placed for
exploring Scotland's spectacular
Manchester Universities.
Highlands and Lowlands '·. Partly
as a result of these efforts. the
number of foreign students
admitted in October rose by 76 on
last year's figures and their
numbers are expected to continue
to rise in the future
However. the Adm1ss10ns
Officer
for the Faculty of Arts. Dr
THE INCREASINGLY tight Job
Francis Dow, has categorically
squeeze was h1ghl1ghted last week
denied
that overseas students
when a peculiar recruitment drive,
receive any special treatment at
ut1llsed by the ma1or firm Procter
Edinburgh '"Although we try to be
and Gamble, came to light. Union
particularly fair to Pennsylvanian
President Heather Lamont
exchange
students· ·. she said , "we
received a latter from the company
don·t give preference to nonrequesting the names and
gr ad u at Ing students from
addresses of society presidents
overseas"
for recruitment as students in
Last Monday. 21st November at
sales management. Apparently
a meeting of the University
their research had suggested that
Accommodation
Committee the
it was from this pool of graduates
SRC blocked a proposal by the
that they could best expect to find
Committee
of
Deans
o f Faculties
high quality candidates.
to give non-graduating students
Senior President Ken Shoji
from abroad first pnonty in
commented that "obviously we
university accommodation
want to do everything we can to
because
they pay full fees.
help people get 1obs, but haV1ng
The SRC has agreed to consider
said that , we don·t really like this
the question of priority but only on
back door approach, because we
the grounds of welfare, not in
think competition should be open
terms of any possible financial
and there's no reason why they
beneiit that the University might
can't advertise through the proper
gain
channels. It's quite interesting
The whole problem of overseas
really because it's what we've been
students 1s expected to be a maior
saying all along. that 1rs quite
item
on the agenda for discussion
ironic that people are doing more
at a meeting of Scottish SRC
work and not getting involved 1n
presidents in Glasgow today,
other things, while employers are
Thursday 1st December.
look ing for these types of people .··
Graham Chalmers.
lain Cameron

Back door
recruitment

Hellow, I'm from SWSO.

Grant
reaction

EDINB URGH UNIVERSITY
students, whiletly res igned to the
poor 4% grant award announced
last week. have reacted bitterly to
the halving of the minimum grant
to just £205. It has quickly become
appa rent at the Studen t s·

Association offices th at a large
number of Edinbur~h students are
receiving the minimum grant, and

are extremely concerned at the
consequences of the move. A
survey carried out by National
Affairs Convener Mark Smith
reveal ed almost immediately that

this is the main bone of con tention
in the latest package, and the
Associati on Executive are now
consid ering the best means of
resistin g the action. Plans are
afoot to mount a more effective
lobbying o f MPs than ever before.
and ta lks are already being
plann ed with local MPs such as
Mich ael Ancram and Alex
Fletch er, and the Rec to r David
Steel. Ken Shoji assured Student
that information would soon be
forthcoming about a campaign on

the issue, but cautiously asserted
that "'it is better to work th ings out
well than simply rush into ii."
Regarding travel expenses at
least th ere 1s a glimmer of lig ht in
the bla ck. Despite hints that the
goverm ent is to introduce a flat
rate for these expenses, it is hoped
that the Sco ttish Education
Department will take a unilatenal
decision not to adopt such a

scheme, but will instead continue
to reimburse students in full.
lain Cameron

Photo by John Foldes.

Steel in
Parliament
On Tuesday, 22nd November,
our Rector spoke In the House of
Commons during a debate on
education. What further proof is
required to convince all you
sceptics that we are being
represented continually in the
higher reaches of government?
You see, we have a•useful Rector.
Mr Steel doesn't just sit in the
Rector's office all dya talking to
students or attend boring General
Meetings. No; rather he gets out
there and does something for usl
Just for the record , here Is what
he said: "May I press the Minister
to make clear when the long-term
funding of the universities will be
made known? Will he accept that It
is impossible for universities to
budget on a year-to -year basis as
his department is insisting?"
Good old Steely-poos really
floored Mr Brooke, the Minister to
whom the question was directed.
Brooke (bool hiss!) could do not
more than stammer, "I note the
merit of the Right Hon. Gentleman's opinion. The information

will be given as soon as possible."
Such an altempt at an answer!
Isn't It just amazing what goes
on that you never knew about? I
mean, what were you doing last
Tuesday? I bet you didn't think
your future was being debated .
Don't worry, Student will keep you
In touch.
Michael Devlin

Overseas
Students
Dispute

L ____:::;:;::;::;;::::;.___.J
PABLO'S DOGS
A raid by Lothian and Borders
Police 1s expected on the Union
shops after the decision to stock
the latest smash-hit video-nasty.
" Susan Deacon and the
Pale stinian Connection" The
video apparently depicts scenes of
violent and bloody photocpying of
Mike Conway's letter to the Jewish
Students agreeing that VP Court
Deacon and friends· racist poster
('Nazis and Jews are all the same
should not be displayed. The film .
directed by Pablo Robertson ,
leaves many questions unanswered as did his last offering
" Pablo's Dogs Retra ined" who, for
example. stole the Students·
Assoc1atlon·s stamp? Is Ms
Deacon profi cient 1n the use of a
kalashm1kov AK 47 rifle? Will this
vtdeo encourage small children to
emulate 1t scenes of un paralleled
horror and from the ·student
Friends of Palestine' and the neoStalin1st Labour Club? I think we
should be told. but I think I know
the answers.
·'Bell -ism Strikes Again "
During Freshers Week you may
have bumped into Callum " The
Clam·· calder who reputedly
organised the events. This
mysterious character in dark
shades with this boring introverted dreamy facade hides a
boring introverted dreary
character. This poor maniac 1s
already showing signs of " Bellism "
- the curious affliction previously
of Andrew Bell of psychological
dependancy on the Students'
Association (see "Campus"
magazine)
Callum has one ambition - to
be Deputy President. Since this
JOb doesn·t exist yet (and 1s
unlikely to) he would be better
aiming for President of th e United
States!

Burroughs -Livingston
PRESENTATION EVENING
Your choice
for a career in:
design
development
systems analysis
manufacturing
engineering
computer sales
customer service
engineering
systems support
finance
administration

AT THE CARL TON HOTEL,
NORTH BRIDGE
ON MONDAY 5th DECEMBER 7 pm

FREE BEER AND SANDWICHES
AND FOR DETAILS OF THE CHANCE TO WORK
WITH BURROUGHS IN THE USA FOR A YEAR,
CONTACT

~

AT
60 THE
PLEASANCE
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the University regard this cavalier
attitude to human beings as right
and proper?
One would hope that action will
be taken to remedy this clear
injustice

Murdo Macdonald
Postgraduate

Youth - at least British youth - is based on a
contradiction. If it manages to tak e off all its clothes
and break free, then it promptly bec omes adult . Take
for instance that young delinquent of 1976/7 John
Lydon (ne Rotten) ; he is now getting fat and rich AND
he did more than the rest of us to put a bit of
excitement into our lives and a bit of fear into theirs.
Now why is this? Really it is very simple: we just
extrapolate the arguments of that perennial favourite
(dead) Frenchman Roland Barthes . " In any mystify ing
spectacle, the decor, th e props , and th e stereotypes
intervene to contradict the initiall y provocative
intention and eventually bury it in insignifi cance. "
This of course happened with punk - suddenly we
were all wearing zip trous ers etc. and it meant
(signified) nothing (fu c k all ).
Which all serves to ex pl ain w hy last M o nday's
A nn ual General M eetin g was bo th so poorly att end ed
and so boring . Th ese occasi o ns whe n the student
body sh owed th eir o pini on have been so swa mpe d in
the mac hinery of democracy that democracy is
imped ed and throw n o ~t.
Moti o ns , poi nts of o rd er, necessary quorums and a ll
th e oth er trappings and stereoty pes fail - at an y rate
in th is c o ntext - to bring peopl e c lose r to t he notion of
a student body rul ing .
Possibly there is no alternative, but we must
demystify these bi-termly sp ec tac les and rend er them
meaningless .
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In addition, we extend a warm
welcome to all interested
members of the University to join
us.

Re Americans
To the Editor,
We would like to take this
opport unity th rough you r paper to
address our Senior President, Mr
Ken Shoji, in reference to his

perso nal profile published· two
weeks ago in this paper.
In

his

position

as

Senior

Richard Bates
Thor Sinclair
HIiary Tempie

on behalf of the
British American Liaison Society.

Poor Treatment
Dear Editor,

· Presiden t , Mr Shoji represe nts the

A recent event has seriously

entire universi ty and in view of this

called into question the ability of

•his derogatory comment about

the University bureaucracy to treat

Americans shows an inrrespon-

their non-academic staff with any
degree of moral sensitivity.
On Monday 21st November,
Tern Marr , servitor in the
fl!v£h ology
Department, was
~nsferred at three days notice
alter a period of 17 years loyal
service to that department. During
that t ime he had been found both
re liable and likeable by staff and
students alike.
No doubt the University ,s

sibility inappropriate to his office .
We accept his right as ·an
individual to hold whatever private
opinions he so chooses. However.

is it morally right for someone in
his position to cause offence in so
public a manner by voicing
opinions such as these?
We of the British American

Liaison Society believe not and
would like to make Mr Shoji aware
of our existence and that of the
Pennsylvania/Edinburgh University Exchange Programme. One of
the society's primary goa ls is to try
and prmote cultural exchange and
provide

assistance

to

our

We would like to extend an

were not consulted. One would

have thought that their opinions of
this servitor would have been one
of the 01ost important considera-

desire is not to create controversy

tions in any decision to be taken
about his future
The questions which need
answering are these: Why was this
hasty action taken with so little

but

consultation?

to

opinions.

correct

uneducated

are

in

fact

D espite this , however, these
stu dents face extreme restrictions;
only months ago when they
arranged blood cjonat ions for
fell ow Palestinians in Lebanon,
th e organisers were arrested.
Th ere followed a demonst ration
and a furt her 217 students were
detained. Most were held for over
two weeks without trial and then
released, many showing obvious
signs of torture. About 30 of the
students were then expelled from
the university and a further 20
were sentenced by military
tribunals to long periods of
imprisonment.
When Ms Lowe mentions
"opening Jewish " lecturers at Bir
Zeit University on the West Bank,
does she mean those observant
Jews who are attacked on the
campus for wearing a sku ll cap?
Bir Zeit may claim it does not
d isc rim inate against Jews and
indeed many Palestinians also
suffer; recently the university
stopped their lecturers givi ng
teaching courses at the Hebrew
Un iversi ty and Israeli students
(incl uding Arabs) are not allowed
into t he Bir Zeit Library. Bir Z eit is
run along political and not strictly
academic criteria which explains
why Ms Lowe's in terview before
her visi t was more like a poli tical
interrogation.
Yours faithfully,
Clive Hill

Back Page
Dear Student,
I understand Mister Pethrick left
university because:

a) He couldn't stand students
b) the study involved did no justice
to his already enlightened mind.
Fair enough. However 1f this be
the case, why lark is he
a) still prolemng a weekly dose of
patronising tripe and mindless
gems of information his so called

Are

servitors

normally treated this way? DQes

and it is as such ihat It must be
analysed . Quite clearly zion,sm 18
a racist ideology. The United
Nations has a r rived at lhis
conclusion . UN Resolution 3379
passed 10th November 1975'

who claims that zionism is not a

decla res "that zionism is a form
fac ism an d racia l d iscrimination"

national lbiera tion movement but
a national-socialist one. Aside

oi

If one is t ruly opposed to racism, to

from his ludricous logic (N azis

anti-semitism,

wanted Jews out of Germany).
Zionist wanted Jews in Israel ie
out of Germany therefore Zionists
are Nazis) (sic).
The meeting was advert ised by a
poster derived from an idea of a
PFLP pos ters, one of the PLO
splin ters which has routed Arafat ,
claimed responsibility for killing
PLO ·moderates· like Sartawi, and
att acking Jewish civilian targe ts in
Europe. This poster circled the

l ogical l y, be ant i -zionist 1~
addition, one shou ld also defend
t he rig hts of the Palestinians-the

Star of David, a mil lenial Jewish

Religious

Symbols,

swastika,

w hose

wi th

more

the

recent

sig n i f icance need hardly be
elaborated.
The EUSA president has
admitted that this poster should
never have been approved . The
Union of Jewish Students now
demands that EUSA approval
procedures be tightened to ensure
that such offensive drivel never
appear again .
Wendy Dover

Chairperson Jewish Students Soc.
Sir,
On Wednesday last (23rd
Novembe r), Mr Lenni Brenner
spoke in the DHT on the subject of
his book, Zionism in the Age of
Dicta tors: a Reapp raisal. Mr
Brenner's book is a history of
zionism

during

the

period

of

fascist and nazi rule in Germany
and Italy. In his lecture, Mr
B renner

concentrates

on

a

speci fic incident: the offer by the
Stern gang, made in 1940, to go to
war on Hitler's behalf. As Mr
Brenner points out, the Stern
Gang was a very small minority of
the zionist movement . However,
w hat makes this incident so

then

one

must

victims of zionist colonialism.
James J. Smyth
Roderick A. Paul
Juliette Lowe

per Student Friends of Palestine
Dear Sir,

At a meeting of the Student
Friends of Palestine on Thursday
24th November, the v,s, tin g
speaker

Lenni

Bre n ne r ex-

pounded his absurd thesis that the
murder of six million Jews during
the Second World War is
attributable not only to the Nazis
but also to certain Jewish leaders
ol the time.
Brenner spoke of 'normative
history - the values supposedly
shared by all historians. We doubt
that his values as a Marxist
historian are shared by many. He
seems

to

assume

that history

should not be concerned with an
objective, empirical investigation

of facts , but rather with their fitting
in to a system of ·values' at all cost
Since Brenner's assumptions
are as offensive to the memory ol
all the v1ct1ms of Hi tler's sl aughte,
as those ol the oth er Naz,
revisionist David Irving, we call on
all reputable histo r ia ns to

dissociate themselves fro m him,
and on all student bodies to deny
Brenner and his racist views a
platform .
Mark Strong, Susan Sciama

Dear Sir,
May I on behalf of Northern
Region, Union of Jewish Students
point

out

to

the

members of

important, historically and
politically, is that one of the
leaders of the Stern Gang, Yitzhak

Edinburgh University Students·
Association that the Star of David

Shamir, is now Prime Minister of

symbol. My reason for making this

Israel.
In adve rtising Mr Brenner's
a poster was used which
attracted some comment
hostility. The poster showed

ta lk
has
and
two

that posters appeared on this
campus equating the Star of David
with the Nazi Swastika to promote

soldiers , one with a swastika on his

speaker, Mr Lenni Brenner
Addressing the Student Friends ol
Palestine he argued that ,n some
ares the primary responsibility fo1
the holocaust lay not with the
Nazis , but with Jews. I consider 11
disgraceful that Mr Brenne1
shou Id have been allowed to
expound his disgusting theories
on a platform at this University and
had the meetings advertised ,n
your publication and in 'M1dwekk'
EUSA should be proud that ,t did
not allow the affiliation of a branch
of the British Anti-Zionist
Organisation which has repeatedly been banned from NUS
for promoting publications which
claim among other things that the

is

an

ancient Jewish religious

somewhat obvious statement is

helmet, the other with a star of
David . The poster was deliberately
controversial; it was advertising a
controversial book . In no way ,
however, could it have been
regarded as anti-semitic. If the

a

very

offensive

anti-Zionist

" Fucking Bloody Students"? (and
please could that be the final time
his hackneyed cliche graces your
pages?).
Neither the likes and dislikes of
those scaling the self absorbing
heights of the SRC nor the heroes
and favourite food of Joe Average
constitute anything near reveting
reading. It is surely evident that the
interests, fetishes, drinking
habites etc of such homogenous

psoter had been intended to be
anti-aemitic then it would have
shown, not a star of David, but a
seven-branched candelabra, the
symbol of the Jewish faith . The
star of David is the symbol of the
state of Israel. The poster was

masses are bound to be diverse.

the audience, particularly two men

Diaries of Anne Frank are a hoax

David ,s merely understating the
obvious. This kind of " pap" should
be left well alone to the glossy
Star dazed pages of such
publications as the Jackie, Mr Guy

from Glasgow who were not
students, did not address themselves to the substance of Mr

EUSA should not now allow
Student Friends of Palestine to
hoast a speaker on a tour of UK
promoted by an onrgans1at1on
consisting of ex BAZO activists
(Palestine Solidarity Campaign)
c / o Oxford House London)
On 20th June 1980 Christopher
Hitchens (himself an ant1-Z1onist1
wrote ol the abuse of the Star ol
David and ,ts racist 1mplicat1ons
"Some ant1-Z1onist groups .
produce posters with the Star of
David twisted ,nto a swastika
shape ... The star of David ,s the

etc -

or is 1t that its somehow

someone into writing something

,nv,tation to Mr Shoji to attend an
open meeting on Thursday , 1st
December, at 8 pm in the Highland
Room on the Pleasance We are
sure that Mr ShoJi of all people is
interested in seeing the minorities

citizens

Palestinians and indeed Jordan
occ14pies 87 per cent of what was
Br i ti sh Mandatory Palestine.

but clearly no thought was given to
the human consequences for the

facilitated by thoughtless
comments such as Mr Shoji's.

of this university fairly treated. Our

Jordanian

vain hlpe

A lurther aspect of this strange
affair ,s that apparently the
academic staff of the department

not

to point out that a majo rity of

with grim humour in this context),

difficult

certainly

q uite correct; however, she omits

do this (though the concept of
'rights' can only be considered

technically well within its rights to

servitor involved.

is

Dea r Sir,
In pointing out that a majority of
stud ents at Aman, Jordan's on ly
un iversity, are Palestinian, Ms J.
Lowe (le tter to Student 24. 11.83)_ is

different com ing from the literary
mouths of would be anarchic
intellectuals?
Perhaps it simply another case
of the perverse Petherick logic " I only write such utter crap in the

American friends. Our task is not
but

Bir Zeit

Dear Sir,
EUSA has reason to be ashamed
of itself. It is the only University in
Scotland to date to have permitted
a meeting to be addressed by
Lenni Brenner, an "Ant, Zionist"

vain

hope

therefore a comment on Zionism

not Judaism .
At

the

meeting

Mr

Brenner

spoke and then invited questions
from the floor . Certain people in

Brenner's

remarks

but

chose

instead to insul t the speaker. Mr
Brenner ls from New . York, a
socialist, and a world standing
activist

in

the

American

Civil

Rights Movement. He is also
Jewis h. Any suggestion that Mr
Brenner is anti-semitic is patently

absurd. Yet this is the charge
which was made by Mike Conway,

that

it'll

provoke

more inspired" No doubt
someone would, 1f they has as
much time to play with words as
does our Back Page d1lletante.
Whatever the reason , David , for
the sake of your own health - go
twiddle your well inlorme~ thumbs
elsewhere. Surely the pastures
b'eyond un1vers1ty provide greener

gra21ng ground than the worn out

anti-semitic rubbish"

Moreover,

Mr Conway took ,t upon himself to
tear down one of the posters and
encouraged others to do the same.
Mr Conway, in his capacity as
Honorary Secretary, had neither
rem,t nor right to de facto, to
create EUSA policy on his own
As

soil your rolling in .

we·re trying to get
Midweek - Ed.

EUSA's Honorary Secretary, in a
letter which he wrote to the Jewish
Society. In that letter, Mr Conway
described the poster as "a piece of

to

the

charge

of

anti-

Cami lla

sem1t1sm. What Mr Conway has

h,m onto

done, in his ignorance, 1s to
confuse ant1-z1onism with antisemltism. Zionism is an ideology

symbol of Judaism. and was so

long before the state of Israel was
founded so that any d1sf1gurement
of 1t is an attack, even 1f an ignorant

one, upon the Jew,sh r_elig1on
EUSA should also remember
that a number of students at this
University are themselves the
children and grand children ol
holocaust survivors who were
forced by the Nazis to wear a Star

of David patch to mark them out as
Jews.
Col in Stephenson
Northern Region 1
Jewish Students

°

A Tale of Two
Cities
Nick Craven writes a letter
from Leith

Northem IrelandA Personal View
I was asked the other day, as
someone from Northern Ireland ,
who I thought was responsible for
the latest soldier-killing in Belfast?
I replied with certainty, " The IRA" .
· Ay," came the sarcastic retort
"I thought you 'd say that.
course the IRA are the ONLY
people who kill anyone over there.
I wouldn 't be surprised if it was
Paisley 's Third Force that killed
those three people in that church
lnt weekend and tried to put the
blame on the IRA. You think I'm
talking shite, but I know ." That
reply prompted this article.
Firstly, the person who I spoke
to was Scottish. That is a touchy
point. Whilst I hold the belief that
everyone has a right to their point
of view on every situation
regard less of their proximity to
that situation, it seems clear that
some people will know more about
it than others, and therefore will be
better able to form a realistic and
cohesive opinion. In the case of
Northern Ireland this knowledge
and understanding of what is
going on can only arise if one has
been born and lived one's life in
Northern Ireland. I have, but I
cannot communicate that understanding . Instead, here are some
opin ions.
. The IRA is not the only organisation which kills people in Northern
Ireland . It shares that d ivine right
With the UDA, the UVF, the INLA,
the RU G, the UDR and the British
Army to name but a few . Only two
of those groups are nationalistic in
the ir ideals, the rest are ei th er
serving British Imperialism or
Protestant s·ectarianism However
~he vast majority of m~rders ar~
increasingly being carried out by
the two "Ca tholic" organisations
th e IRA and the INLA. The latter i;
a splinter group from the former
and began as a result of what it saw
as a weakening of the IRA's
resolve.
Both organisations are

oi

collections of ruthless, callous
men who are content to murder in
the relentless pursuit of their
ideals. Contrary to popular
conception, neither group has the
support of the whole Catholic
population in Northern Ireland.
Th is is a crucial point, and one
which is almost always
overlooked. Only a minority of
Catholics are in favour of using
violence to achieve their ends.
These people are largely centred
in areas such as the Falls Road in
Belfast and Bogside in Derry . The
vast majority of Catholics abhor
violence, are disgusted by the
consequences of it, and resent the
fact that these terrorists who
supposedly act in their name
estrange them from their
Protestant enighbours with whom
they have to (and want to) cohabit
a country, a town and often a
street.
However, it is true that Sinn Fein
achieved a tremendous victory in
the General Election, notably the
election of Gerry Adams in West
Belfast. They also managed to
split the Catholic vote in Armagh
and Fermanagh and South Tyrone
which led to the election of a
Unionist candidate in both sea ts .
This was obviously a mistake. In
Armagh, Harold Mccusker would
probably have been elected
anyway. However. Fermanagh and
South T yrone has traditionally had
a Catholic MP until recently when
Sinn Fein has managed to waste
some of the Catholic votes and
thus ensure that a Unionist got
elected. These people certainly
don 't believe in the lesser of two
evils principle.
It is important to investigate why
Sinn Fein had such success. given
my original assertion that most
Catholics do not support the IRA. I
think there are two reasons for this
st ate of affairs rising. Firstly , Sinn
Fein openly endorses the ki lling of

It's hard to escape the feeling that Leith has already
seen its best days. Dow n at the foot o f Leith Walk , the
former thnv1_ng port seems tired now and apt to leave
the energetic things to its neighbour at th e more
prosperous end of th e hill. Years ago, the two town s highbrow , elegant Edinburgh and gritty, industrial
Leith - were quite separat e, but now a glut of po stwar development such as the St James Centre has
forced a marriage between th ese old rivals .
Leith has the lumpy side of the
bed. While Edinburgh continues to
enjoy (and afford) the cultural
wealth that made it famous Festival, Universities, nightlife
(well relatively') - Leith has the
privilege of watching its staple diet
of heavy industry continue to
decline. A higher unemployment
rate than Edinburgh, rows of
disapidated tower blocks grimly
facing the seafront winds, shops
that have long since closed - all
these add up to a very bleak
prospect for the peopl e of the Port.
Are there any silver linings in
this dark cloud? Well, maybe. A
scheme called The Leith Project
has been running for two years
now. The empahsis is split
between environmental improvements and the promotion of
industry. If nothing else, it's a good
publicity job. They have produced
many glossy brochures full of
clever photographs which make
the place look like Amsterdam or
Dublin rather than the Leith of
long queues at the DHSS or the
dockland, which seems eerily
silent these days.
It's a start, though and in two
years, the Project have managed
to safeguard or create 450 jobs in
the area. Although this ,s less than
10% of Le,th's unemployed
population, there are signs that the
industrial recovery, or change,
from heavy to light industry, might

be underway. Many small
manufaciuring firms are setting up
in the premises which the Project
helped to finance . Each pound of
Project money has been matched
by the private sector, but this can
be mi_sleading. For instance, the
publc,ty takes great pride in the
fact that private house builders
have begun to build at many sites
,n the area-but what good does a

members of the Security Forces
only. The IRA kill innocent
civilians, retired policemen and
each other. These actions have
never been openly applauded by
Sinn Fein, and so a vote for Sinn
Fein is not a vote for any of these
type of murders.

an economic wasteland. Were 11
not for British soldiers it would be
a human wasteland too. The IRA
want the troops out in order to
have more oppostunity to create
chaos_ but, as I have said, that
organisation does not command
the support of as many Catholics

~ew Barratt Home do for someone
in one of those tower blocks?
Th~re·s a great deal of interest
being shown in the new
res!aurants which are sprouting
up 1n the dockland, but how many
people from Leith will be able to
afford a meal at Skipper's?
The cosmetic transformation of
some parts of the area is
undeniable. The new Water of Leith
Walkway section from Warriston
Cemetery to Coalie Park is a very
pleasant stroll. Other improvements along the route are planned,
and eventually it will be possible to
walk along the Water of Leith to
Balerno in the Pentlands. Various
spots around the area have seen
the arrival of the YOPS labourers
with pick and shovel. Where once
stood disused railway bridges and
ugly wastegrounds, they leave in
their wake young trees and
landscaped slopes. But will such
improvements really lighten the
burden of drudgery for those
whose Jobs were not safeguarded.
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That is a relatively minor point.
More important is the limitation of
choice which faced Catholic
workers. Sinn Fein succee ded by a
clever sm'ear ea m paig n to
discredit the SDLP and other
n a ti? n .a Ii s t candidates by
convincing the voters that these
candidates would betray them by
misr_epreseriting them. They
convinced some of the population
that the SDLP was pro-British, and
that in order for. their views to be
voiced they must vote Sinn Fein.
Some of them did . Now they aren't
represented at all.
Observers of Northern Irish
politics are too keen to pigeon hole the populati on. The view that
all Catholics are pro-I RA lefties
and that all Protestants are
reactionary Conservatives is
nonsense. Groups like the Troops
O~t movement are most guilty of
this categorising of Northern Irish
people. The situation is not as
simple as they would like it to be.
On the whole, Catholics are not
anti-Bri tish. They realise that were
it not for British indust ry and
money, Northern Ireland wou ld be

as it would like (us) to believe .
About the killing of " those
people in that church last
weekend". The church is situated
in a tiny village in the depths of the
countryside. The people were
innocent apolitical
Christians
attending their weekly worship.
Some other "Christians" came in
and killed three of them in cold
blood . Everyone, including Mr
Adams, condemned the murder as
barbaric. No one c l aimed
responsibility, but it looks as
though it was the work of a splinter
grocp of the INLA since the gun
was used in a previous INLA

The enm1oyment o e1sure 1s one
thing, but the forced day to day
boredom of living on £26 per week
is quite another. It will be no
comfort, surely, to someone who
is facing redundancy that they can
spend their new-found spare-time
strolling back and forth to Balerno
all day.
_D on'_
t get me wrong, I am not
cnt1c1sing the facelift which has
been done on a very ambitious
scale with great success. It's just
that something seems a bit amiss
when the Project spend £4m out of
a £7m total budget on environmental schemes and only £1 m on
factory developments. the Leith
ProJect is a start, and a good one,
but the area needs much more
commitment from the government
~ather than expecting private
industry to come up with the
goods.
~ith the present government,
Leith can expect no such commitment._ The Project was initially
conceived as a three-year plan and
that time runs out in May 1984. No
word has yet been heard as to
whether the scheme will continue.
If 1t doesn't, it makes the future
look as bleak as ever for Leith, as
most of the Project's industrial
work has not really had a chance
to develop yet, and the withdrawal
of government suport at such an
early stage would surely undo all
the good work already accomplished.
So what hope is there for Leith?
- will 1t become the blooming and
busy port depicted on the Pro1ect
literature with parks and gardens
at every turn, and a prosperous
populace? Or will it be the
industrial museum at the end of
the Walkway, a novelty for the
Sunday afternoon walkers who
step out from the New Town?
Pictures by Nick Craven.

attack. How can these murders
further the aim§_..<>-! Irish
nationalism? They were useless
and absurd.
The effect that these murders
have had is that now both
Protestants AND Catholics are
living in fear of what will happen
next. The INLA, working in the
name of the Catholic population,
has made that some population
terrified as they await the
inevitable reprisals. Friends from
home tell me that this Sunday
many people were afraid to go to
church. and those who went were
frightened throughout in case
their church would be taken as a
suitable target for revenge.
Solutions to the problem are
almost impossible to come to.
Ho~ever, we can start by trying to
achieve a better understanding of
what is happening. We must
eradicate the notion that most
Catholics support the IRA and
INLA, and that Protestants are
behind the UVF or some Third
Force. We must realise that it is
essential that British troops
remain in . Northern Ireland as
semi-neutral force capable of
maintaining some sort of order.
Above all we have to understand
that the people of Northern Ireland
are basically good ; they do not
support the murder of other
human beings, and there is an
overwhelming desire among them
to lead a normal life. When we
accept all these we have a starting
point.
Oh , and to my Scottish friend all
I can do is to reiterate the words of
Wittgenstein: "Whereof you
cannot speak, thereof be silent."
Michael Devlin
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STEVE NIEVE
From ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE ATTRACTIONS
On Thursday the 15th of December , 8.00 pm
At the Assembly Rooms, 54 George Street.
Tickets from Record Shops: £2.75; £3.00 on the night.

Yeffowbeard boasts the most
essential ingredients of success -

swashbuckling piracy, a delightfully predictable plot (no prizes for
guessing who goes in pursuit of

what). and a star-studded cast of
intern!ltionally famous comedians

Film
• Finally Sunday
Filmhouse (Sunday 27Saturday 3)
Finally Sunday is Francois
Truffaut's 21 st film . Has the
darling of the art-house cinema
come of age, mellowed with this
his latest film, a comedy-thriller. or
is he perhaps just getting old?
"There is something desperate
and fatal in the destinies of writers
who live by telling stories of
crime." Thus Truffaut himself.
How unfortunate then that there is
nothing akin to those qualit ies in

wh1ms1cal 1t 1s simply banal.
More importantly what rescued
the originals from pointless

predictability was the vision, the
suggestion of a squalid , violent
and very real (desperate and fatal
if you will) world beneath the
conventions . Truffaut's work,

however , merely

fulfils

the

conventions falling, at times,
uncomfortably between film-noir

and simple spoof. Consequently
the performances of Phlipe
Laudenbach as the lawyer with a
secret, and even of Fanny Ardant

as the secretary, verge on the
burlesque.
Trintignant
seems
similarly uncomfortable looking

Finally Sunday . The film is the
product of his long-stand ing
infatuation with 'Serie'noi re', and
given the well-known respect of
Truffaut et al for Hitchcock I
suppose it had to happ en

rather too-long-in-the-tooth for
the part. They all deserve better
work from Truffaut, and so do we.

somet ime,

ENGEL AUS
EISEN

one

only

wishes

it

hadn't happened yet.
The plot is very much as one
would expect in a homage to
Hitch . An estate-agent (Jean Louis
Trintignant) is suspected of
murdering his wife and her lover.
Circumstances are against him
and he is later charged with even a

third murder. He decides to run

away and his seerntary (Fanny
Ardant) takes the initiative and
decides to discover the truth. The
dead bodies accumulate steadily
but discover it she does, and what

a messy truth it is too! (Wa tch for
Phil ip Laudenbach's confession,
the film's best moment') The story
is taken from The Long Saturday
Night by Charles Williams, a
rattling yarn no doubt which one
feels Truffa ut has not fully
justified. For sure, the plot twists
vigorously but Truffaut's handling
lacks its usual authority and the
momentum so vital to such a film is

sadly lacking
No doubt fllm-noir and file-sto ry
buffs will enjoy the numerous
allusions to Hitchcock et al, and,
somewhat predictably, the film is
shot (as ,mpress,vely as ever by
Nestor Almendros) in black and
white lending an authentic feel.

Yet whi lst Truffaut clearly has his
tongue firmly in his cheek and
seeks to amuse. the film fails by
the terms within wh ich M . Truffaut
has placed it. Much of the comedy
lies in the predictability of events,

BIii WIiiiamson

4 continues its Brit1sh season of

as

new releases with the latest from
Mike Leigh Meantime - Le,gh's
films may not be pretty but they

blasphemous, ranging from Cowcaddens to the constellations·
Most of the works have a

are always provocative and worthy

d1st1nctive Scottishness. whether

Impressive?

of the widest aud ience.

,t be Galloway farming in Jackson
Webb 's Lowlands Calendar or
Maurice Lindsay·s Glasgow

Yes

Successful?

Definitely not
For the film exudes boredom.
The fOkes are tired and the acting
poor The humour relies on dull
slapstick - tripping people up ,
knocking them on the head.
taunting blind men - and bawdy
bottom-pinching behaviour. While
such humour can be highly
amusing in a number of comedies,

Studies, and 1s designed as an
outlet for contemporary creative
writ ing in Scotland

senses that the 'stars' are there to
compensate for the utterly dull
script . They certainly do little more
than adorn the screen, though
Marty Fe ldman must be given

New Writing Scotland is
certainly more than just-anotheranthology-with-a-thistle-o n-the-

Damski's efforts to ma ke his film

so me credit
performance.

for

his

lunatic

laughing . And yet sure ly the film is
aimed at that age group? To
whom , then , is this rollicking tale
of Yellowbeard and his tiresome

adventures appealing?

in

broad

cover. Th e book is remarkable in

several ways. Firstly , for the large
number of non-established writers
in such a prestigious publ1cat1on .
Ad vertised in March , the editors

Alex Scott and James A itchison
received 1,300 submissions from
about 350 writers, th e works of
certain well-known writers being

turned down. Secondly, unusually, most of the works are in

they are not spec1f1cally about
Scotland , they are just written by
writers who happen to be Scottish
The works are also extremely
contemporary in their concerns

e.g. Carl MacDougall's Th e
Thomson Family Read THE SUN
expresses everybody's emotions

about "the paper which supports
our boys" etc .
If I have one criticism it is that I
did not feel the poetry to be
consistently of the same quality as
the prose. The book, however is
an extremely worthwhile venture

and should be looked at by all
budding Scottish writers or
anybody interested in the
contemporary literary scene.
Simon McGrath

We n~ed people to write reviews.
articles etc. for the arts page
Come along on Friday t pm to the
Student of fices . 1 Buccleuch
Place.

Engel aus Eisen ,s set ,n postwar Berlin : corrup tion and crime 1s

rife in the devastated c11y. It ,s the
hottest summer in 30 years. War
could break out again any day
The constant hum of the airlift
holds everybody's attention.
Three people - an ex-hangman, a
charismatic

gangster,

and

an

aspiring singer - hope to use the
s1tuat1on to their advantage.
A bitter attack on a society keen

to forget the lessons of the last
war, or an essay on the sensuality

of evil ("God, save me from living a
boring life" )? Thomas Brasch,
director and writer. born in pre-

war England, says: "The criminal
element particularly interested
me, perhaps because 1t 1s tied up
with more imagination and
genuine subversion."

The

film

has

not yet been

released in the UK; the organisers

are grateful to the Goethe lnst ,tule
Glasgow for providing the
sub titled print. It is worth noting
that this will be the first film
per,tormance 1n Adam House for

many years. A survey will be
carried out on the night to study

the feas1b1llty of regular fi lm shows
,n Adam House Theatre.

Fanny Ardanr in 'Fmally Sunday"

SCO/ BRYDON
SNO/ GIBSON

It was well that Cold was also the
bass in the Shostakovich

"I t's stupid to protest against
death as such, but you can and
must protest against violent death.
It's bad when people die before
their time from disease and
poverty, but it's worse when a man

is killed by another man." Shostakovich wrote th is in connec tion

with his Fourteenth Symphony, a

~Literary Review
INCORPORATING C l l l a n o

,MO,OH

written

scurrilous

But the works are not insular -

NEW WRITING
SCOTLAND

Art?) which tend to d istract the

lost. Shots of puky pink sunsets
keep on appearing (perhaps Mel

comic.

Glaswegian about unemployment
.. noo the smell o a joabThe effan burroo

viewer and give the distinct
impression that the scriptwriter
had run out of wisecracks. One

of continuous comic abandon is

·tragic,

sonnet

Friday the 25th saw the lau nch
of a new. hopefully annual,
publication entitled New Wr,ting
Scotland. The book. which costs
£2.95. ,s as Alex Scott. poet and
co-editor described It, ·an acto of
faith ' on th e past of the
Assoc iation for Scottish Literary

here the gags which are actually
amusing are spread so thinly
throughout the film that all sense

Sadly, and significantly, not one

at other times verging on the

I

and Cry - rarely seen 111s required
viewing for followers of British
film . Even better ,s the news that
on Thursday 1 December Channel

prose
Thirdly the book is
remarkable in ,ts breadth of genre.
style and language - there are
works in English, Lowland Scots
Glaswegian and Gaelic, the works
,n the last being selec ted by lain
Crichton Smith Looking thro ugh
the volume I agree with Alex Scott
who. with only a touch of
hyperbole , described the contents

and actors. Graham Chapman ,
Eric Idle, J ohn Cleese Spike
Milligan. Marty'Feldman. Cheech
and Chong, David Bowie,
Susannah York, James Mason etc.

of the children in the audience was

Film Noir reopens Adam
House as a movie venue

Two highlights to watch out for
on the small screen this week : on
Saturday afternoon BBC-2 w,11 be
showing the Ealing feature Hue

oo, ,o,rn~ ,~

;~;~[!)~

~111111m 0~111111m1110
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sermonising. Listening properly to
it for the first t,me on Friday I

symphony, providing the climax of

wondered

the performance - the setting of
the Apollinaire poem 'In the Sante
Prison', graphically dogged by the
listless courtyard-trudge of ·cello
and bass; whal I have always
regarded as the most moving
setting, 'The suicide', failed ,n

richness o f the Prelude, as elusive
as Second Symphony and Falstaff
idylls, the moved out further from
this unchanged soul from the
moment I was told to ·seek first the
Kingdom of God '. Michael
Kennedy argues that ' the

at

the

autumnal

Milla Andrew's uninspired singing ,

Kingdom· is in essence a lesser

which

work

unfortunately

failed

to

because

the

autobio-

improve. I suspect Miss Andrew , a

graphical element is missing; in

Chamber

tawdry, busty ironic con trast to the

the

Orchestra presented in imaginative co mbination with Britten's
'Ca ntata Misericord1um '. The
cantata was Britten 's second

composer's memento mori, claims
only idiomatic Russian as her

oblivious of religion

passport but even in that pointing
of the words our own Felicity
Palmer surpasses her far, and I

Those big moments . 'the
prayers' and 'the upper room ,
perhaps in Gibson's mishandling.

was sorry not to see her ttiere
instead. This reservation apart , the

sounded to bombastic, the power
was there , as 1t has been

playing was in every respect so
involved I hat the load on th e mind
in enduring this bleakest of
comments on the 'blank white face
of death' was more intolerable
than usual.

throughout the season. but ,t was
too brassily extravagant. Yet the
SNO played the gentler moments,
the prelude, the scene 'At the
Beautiful Gate' (deftly brushed
aside) and the Virgin's Soliloquy

grim

meditation

which

the

on

mortality

Scottish

protest agai nst violent death ; and
whereas he had explored th e
subject

wit h violence

and

the

poetry of Wilfrid Owen in the War
Requiem , he turn ed to the parable
of the Good Samaritan to
demonstrate the possibility of
compassion ate good . The attack
on the traveller is certa inly brutal,
and pointed with chilling precision

The words of Britten 's cantata

moments ,t ,s, but
elsewhere it is obstinately there.

with

big

loving care. Unfortunately

by Roderick Brydon and the
Scottish Ph1lharmon1c Singers;
but at the moment of the

(in a universal Latin ) derive from a
biblical source, but their 1mpl1camore

Palmer, scrupulous in detail but

Samantan's arrival the pain eases

explicitly Christian text of Elgar's
'The Kingdom ·, however. caused
me some problems. I can 't

with least to sing Alison Hargan.
though steadier of tone than she
used to be, by comparison lacks

and an epilogue of hope
(affecting ly and powerfully
achieved with thirds) drives the

tions

are

wider .

The

only one of the soloists matched
this attention: that same Felicity

remember who 1t wac; said of the St

the presence for the famous solo

poi.nt home with unsentimental

Matthew Passion that ,t would

and

strength. A better case could not
have been given for the piece than
that of Brydon, the SCO, and the

make a Christian of an atheist :

surprisingly constricted in upper

'The Kingdom· does nothing of the
sort, and I think the trouble ,s the

two expressive soloists, Maldwyn

warm, even worldly, beauty of the

Davies and Ulrik Cold.

music is quite at odds with the

register. The choir sounded a little
indistinct. though Usher Hal 1
acoustics are unkind 1n that
res pect.
David

Roderick

Kennedy

was

N,lr,

Theatre
• Angels Three
EUTC Bedlam
Angels Three is a difficult play. It
has exci tement , poetry, vivid
humour and a good dramatic
clima x. But it is also selfindulgent, complacent and at
times terribly affected. On
balance, as theatre, it works. Just.
This is due mainly to some very
comp etent actors. Graham
Gamble steals attention as the
fasc inating, infuriating Kaufman .
Ang us Wright , though cheated of
such a gift of a part, is nevertheless impressive as Mason.
Although it is set in one room
(that snared by three Oxford
candidates in the course of
selecti on), it is never noticeably
stat ic, which is no mean feat by the
director but unfo rt unatel y the set
distracts attention. Scaffolding
just looks like scaffolding, not,
sadl y, anything like a room,
espressionistic, impressionistic,
or otherwise.
Th e difficulty is really in the play
itself. You may come away with the
impression that it was "full of
sound and fury" signifying
something but you don't quite
know what. I'm not entirely sure
the author, A/on Shova/, knows
either. It may be the message is in
the relationship of the three
Ang els. the main characters. But
thi s never develops satisfactorily.
Kau fman merely uses the other
more sketchy characters as
whipping boys.
And speaking of public school
initiati on rites. the play has a bad
attack of macho fantasies. I don't
mean the relatively innocuous
'let's play war games· but the more
insidious intellectual smugness of
all three. Kaufman , above all. is a
bit too good to be true; the
unrecognised genius who will
eventually burn himself out ; the
hea rtless bastard who is really a
mixed up nice guy. He seems to
have his cake and eat it. not only
does he say everything we all wish
we had the wit to say at the right
time, b:;! ~lso, at 19, tortured by a
prob ing niiiid ai1d :..!!"!Gf)iitro:lab!e
urge to dissect those around him
(although he seems markedly
more interested in himself), he
kn ows all about pain and
suffering . Well , I mean, didn 't we ,
don't we all? This is where irony,
send-up, farce, something, could
have been used to relieve the awful
angst-ridden
melodrama. The
whol e production shows us the
ghastl y spectacle of youth, as
usual . in love with itself. And since
youth makes up the audience , it all
gets a bit sickly.
This said, .if Mr Shoval can be
brutal with himself, throw out selfindulgence. substitute sympathy
for cleverness, show us more

hum ou r and less Hamletian
deliberation, in short. take himself
a little less seriously, we may yet
find outselves faced with a
powerful playwright. It is,
howeve r, a big if.
See Angels Th ree. It may
improve your stree t cred, it will
certainl y make you laugh and, if
you suffer from one, it might just
get rid of that Oxbridge chip shoulderwise.
Helen Martin

• En attendant Godot
Adam House theatre
Wed 30th Nov.-Sat 3rd
Dec. 7.30
This production by Les
Escogriffes is dedicated to the
memory of the company's founder
and mentor Peter Allen who died
this October. Since the group's
foundation in 1968 much credit for
its success and continued
e8istence lies with the student
actors and directors who have in
many cases done a great deal of
work . However, the constant
presence of Peter Allen as
director, actor and motivator has
always been the cent ral and
prhaps indispensable pivot for
the company 's workings.
Because of this . En Attendant
Gdot is a very important
production indeed . Not only is it
Les Escogriffes· tribute to Peter.
but also it is their first major
production without his guidance.
Such was his influence that some
o'servers have case doubt on
whether the group can survive
without him.
On the evidence of thi s Godot
the group's future looks
promising. Direction is in the
capable hands of Maryam
G(affari, who made such a
success of Sartre's Les Mains
Sales last year. Her imagination
has added new elements to the
·traditional' staging of the play.
She has found some talented new
acto rs . particularly in Richard
Metcalf as Estragon . He and Jo
Dishington (as Vladimir) act
together beautifully and combine
to mai.;t: UiS !:~:!I scene very
moving . There are other fine
performances, but it is not my
place here to make a critical review
of the production .
All I can say is to strongly
recommend that you see it. It is
hilarious at times, very sad at
others; the set looks wonderful,
particularly the twilight scenes.
Beckett purists may not agree with
some of Miss Ghaffari 's ideas ot
interpretation and stag ing but it is
an absorbing and o riginal piece o f
theatre. Les Escog riffe s are alive
and k ic king and I think you should
see them .
Angus Pottinger

• The Answer and A
Disgrac..eful
Misrepresentation
by David Hamilton
Traverse Theatre
The two plays were presented in
a partially "workshop" form , which
meant that not a lot ot rehearsal
had been done, props were
minimal . and part of the evening
was to be a discussion on th e
performances between the writer,
actors and audience.
The Answer lasted halt an hour
and was about the conflict of
individuals' responsibility and
society's respons1b1llty, as seen
through the justic e or 1n1ustice o f
the Moors murder case The
problem was argued by Hindley,
Brady and a lawyer, around a
" totem " symbolizing the immoveable measure of justice fixed
by public opinion . The " totem "
idea worked , but would have done
so better if the prop itsel f had been
more than a long white piece of 2
in . x 1 in . Hindley sees herself as
blameless. an alter ego having
done the deeds. Brady blames
both of them en tirely, and the
lawyer stresses the need to defeat
wrong with more wrong.
A Disgraceful Misrepresentation is a harangue by Margaret
Thatcher as Britannia (Desi
Angus ), just,fy,ng her actions as
Prime M inister so far. She
concentrates on the correctness
of th e Falklands War, but with
referen ces to the absence of
racism and poverty 1n Britain ,
Victorian family val ues with
exceptions for the Great. like
Juliu s Caesar and Cecil
Parkinson. the punishmen t of evil .
the /RA , and the death of the Past
but what about Brave Little
Belgium This splendid chaotic
drift is interrupted by Margaret
constantly looking up to her old
uncle George for support. and by
the A verage Man
But
Margaret at least ,s unsinkable and
sails on. over or round all
objections. There was room for
humour and bitter criticism
throughout . Margaret at one point
switching unconsciously to the
tones o f a schoolgi rl mindlessly
chanting her lines, while at other
times the hum our came from the
most chilling irony: the NHS is
better than ever because there are
;7;c-~e patients than ever and
they 're all getting '.1 BlL;~ !or money .
Afterwards we all bought drinks
and went to discu ss ,n th e bar. The
comments were that The Answer
was too concentrated in its ideas ,
the " totem " was useless, Ireland
should have had longer and that
the acting by Des, Angus , Hugh
Lough/an and John Murtagh was
excellent. I think the performance
would have been even bette r if the
lines had been known completely.
The author's ma in remark was that
people were not discussing the
content and issues raised, and the
plays· link - responsibility . Wh en

you've just seen a performance it's
tar easier to say what you did and
didn't like while you're diges ting
the real meaning , and eventually
we did discuss responsibility, the
connection between the plays,
and Margaret Thatch er and evil. I
am not entirely clear about A
Disgraceful
Misrepresentation :
while seeing Margaret Thatcher as
the symbol of " traditional vice",
the author denied the notion of
external evil , presumably all evil
being personal. I was confused:
surely anything " traditional" must
be greater than the individual.
Those left went upstairs to
exercise individual evil by buying
each other drinks, surely proving
that personal and collective
wickedness and therefore
responsibility are one . Plumping
tor virtue, I left, thinking . David
Hamilton need have no fear that
his two plays do not provoke
considerat ion of the issues.
Sven Wright

• Edinburgh University
Music Society Orchestra
Concert
On Saturday, 3rd December,
Anna Le Hair, a fourth year Music
student, will be appearing as piano
soloist in the Edinburgh University
Mus ic Society's Orchestra's
performance of the Piano
concerto in E flat major by John
Ireland. Written in 1935. this piece
was composed by I re/and for a
young student of the Royal
College of Music , London , called
Helen Perkin . Ireland is reputed to
have been so smitten by the
beauty and talent of this young

lady that he dedicated this,
arguably his best work, to her. th e
concerto is in three movements;
the outer two are very virtuosic
while the middle movement may
be described (as indeed it has
been by this weekend 's soloist) as
"very slushy and romantic in a 20th
century idiom" . Miss Le Hair won
the Tovey Prize. the Music
Faculty's annual award for the best
performance on any instrument,
when she last perbrmed this piece
in January 1983 so we may expect
an impressive display of pianoplaying from her.
Also included in the same
programme is Dvorak's ever
popular Symphony No . 9, " From
the New World ", which will be
performed by the Music Society's
Orchestra. led by Miss Virginia
Strawson and conducted by
Edward Harper. Worthy of note
also is a world premiere performance of a piece by Lyell Cresswell .
composer in residence at this
university from 1981-83, called
" The Kauri Tree and the Whale ".
Inspired by a Maori legend , this
work consists of two main sections
which contrast with each other
just as in Maori symbolism the
Kauri tree and the whale contrast
with each other, the one representing the land. the other the sea.
Th e concert will conclude with
Cresswell's lighthearted arrangement of a march by Sousa. A
veritable feast of music lies in store
then this weekend . As well as this
the Reid Collection of historic
musical instruments will be on
display during the interval. The
concert takes place at 7.30 pm in
the Reid Concert Hall.
Eric Carlin

Exhibitions

• Drawings from
Adam
National Gallery

Blair

Robert Adam is best known as
a:-: influential Scottish domestic
architect of irit m!d-18th century.
His architectural skill. however.
was closely allied to his ability as
an artist as thi s selection of
drawings by him and his close
friends taken from the fam ily
house at Blair Adam in Fite
demonstrates . The exhibition
reveals how blurred the edge
between landscape drawing and
architecture could be, ranging the
results of his work in both fields
alongside one anoth er and
demonstrating the extent to which

both aspects of his work overlap.
complement and mutually
reinforce one another.
T o a degree. both disciplines
reveal slightly different aspects o f
his interest in the Picturesque;
minutely detailed Gothic pavilions
are complemented by delicate.
rcma!"ltic;allv conceived Scottish
landscapes: the attention lavished
on both demonstrating his
fascination with the style and his
talent, which far outstretched the
competence shown by the rest of
his family. His landscapes, idylli c
portrayals of ruins and castles, are
experiments in th e use of pen and
ink and watercolour, used perhap~
to greatest effect in his si mple,
studies of trees.
Sarah Hemming

Film
Note that cin emas now change
th ei r programmes on Friday.

ABC
(229 3030)
• Nation al Lampoon's Vacation (1 )
1.55 , 4.55 , 7 .55
(Sun 4.55 , 7.55)
Slightly above slapstick level
hum our as Chevy Chase hauls his
family across America in search of
an elusive holiday . This Year's
Model Christine Brin keley also
stars .

Theatre
Lyceum
(229 9697)
• Beyond Here Are Monsters
Thu 1st-Sat 3rd 8 pm
(C losed Dec 5th-14th)
Only t h ree days remain o f
ad venture and macabre humour in
the Amazon . A trio of unlikely
jungle detectives search for the
Kreen-Ankra tribe, an undefined
quantity and quality of ultrasavages , guided by only vague ,
second-hand reports and English
courage and/o r foolhardiness .

Netherbow
(556 9579)
• Blackout
Thu 1st-Sat 3rd 7.30 pm
(also 2.30 pm on Sat)
John Cairney remembers his
adolescence with the sound of air
raid sirens and the shadow of
barrage balloons. His musical and
d ramatic revue, now on its first
Scottish tou r, creates on stage that
time and the special kinship
among the people living in
Glasgow during the Second World
War.
• Godspell
Wed 7th-Sat 14th 7 .30 pm
Stephen Swartz's biblical musical
has amazing success and
longevity. Good family show for
the holiday season performed well
by a talented amateur company.

King's Theatre
(229 1201)
• Sleeping Beauty
Fri 2nd-Wed 7th
Rikki Fulton and Jack Milroy are
King Francis and Queen

Josephine in their
pantomime incarnations.

l atest.

Bedlam
(225 9893)
• Angels Three
Thu 1st-Sun 4th 8 pm
(Fri 2nd-Sat 3rd 11.00)
A new play about school-leavers
who aspire to become Oxford
intellectuals.
• Lunchtime Show
Wed 30th 1.10
Nothing to be done in the
newsroom as the wait for Bedlam
information continues. What's
On?

• Am erican G igolo and An Officer
and a G entleman (2)
1 .40, 6.00 (Sun 6.00)
Two films starring Richard Gere.
The first is the story of a
sophisticated male prostitute who
becomes too deeply involved in an
affair. Th e second is a skilfully
crafted romance about a trainee
US Navy pilot's journey towards
maturity , o r su bmission , to put it
another way.
• Zelig (3 )
2.05 , 5.05 , 8.05
(Sun 5.05, 8.05)
Leonard Zelig the human
chameleon? The ultimate
conformist? Woody Allen's new
film is not on ly a technica l
masterpiece , but an incisive
criticism of those who subordinate
themselve s to the crowd.

Churchill

Caley

(447 7597)

(229 7670)

• School for Scandal
Thu 1st-Sat 3rd 7.30 pm
The wealthy and the pretentious
feel the prick of Richard
Sheridan's sarcastic pen in this
comedy of manners and the lack
of .

•

Sno w Wh ite and the Seven
Dwarfs
3.25, 5.50, 8.15
One of the 20th century's seminal
artists, Walt Disney, trundled out
for Christmas.

• Edinburgh Puppet Company
Sun 4th 7.30 pm
Holiday puppet show.

Dominion
(447 2660)

• All In the Famlly
Wed 7th 7.30 pm
Comedy-thriller performed
Civil Service.

• Educating Rita (1)
2.15, 5.00, 7.45
Successful adaptation of the West
End stage hit with Julie Walters
and Michael Caine .

by

Adam House
Theatre
• . En Attendant Godot
Thu 1st-Sat 3rd 7.30 pm
Beckett's absurdist masterpiece
performed in French by Les
Escogriffes.

• Gandhi (2)
2.00, 7.00
Perhaps overrated , but none theless a colourful depiction of
Gandhi's ·struggle . Ben Kingsley 's
acting saves the film becoming top
heavy with epic crowd scenes and
luscious scenery.

• Gregory's Girl (3)
3.00, 5.20, 8.15
A fine film indeed,
Dominion 's tiny video c inema
could be the perfect venue for
many popular, seldom seen films
or TV programmes . Enough is
enough .

Filmhouse
(228 2688)
• Finally, Sunday!
Thu 1st-Sat 3rd 6.00 , 8.30
(Sat Mat 3.45)
Francois Truffaut's 21st feature
film starring Jean-Louis
Trintignant and new star Fanny
Ardan\. It is the story of a man on
the run , hunted for a crime he did
not commit, abetted by a young
woman with whom relations
eventually develop . A film which
does little more than amuse, but
does so in a charming, engaging
manner.
• WIid Style
Thu 1st- Sat 3rd 6.20, 8.30
(Sat 2.15, 4.00 only. Not 8.30 Thur)
One of the most dynamic , electric
" dance-musicals " to have
emerged from New York in years.
In an almost documentary style,
we sh ado w 'Zoro' as he sc ramb les
across wal ls, spray-can in hand ,
spreading the art of graffiti. He
comes across the rapping ,
scratching , breaking and doubledutching of the South Bronx as he
does so. Irresistible, aggressive ,
snappy the super cha rg ed ,
maximum cool, red-hot movie of
year! Features Rock Steady Crew.
the Cold Crush Brothers and many
more.
• Guele d'Amou r
Thur 1st 8.30
Jean Gabin at his most seductive.
He travels through Southern
France, wo men dropping at his
feet, ur.ti l he encoun ters the
bewitching charm of a wealthy
Parisian . Di r ected by Jean
G remillon .
• Dr Who: 'The Beginning' and
Dead Planet
Sat 3rd 5.50, 8.20
A series to celebrate 20 years of
the string-and-hardboard time
traveller's adventures. It kicks ott
with a previously unscreened pilot
episode and the complete second
se ries. wh ich int roduced the
Daleks.

Zealou s dough boy Louis Goss
drill for being shot in th e stoma

1,1
/Ill

• Cinderella and The Magic Sall rs
Sat 3rd 2.00
1,n
Junior matinee .
r~

e~
• Red Boogie
Tue 6th 6.25 , 8.20
Interesting fi lm from Yugos lavi
about a time when jazz w
frowned on and tried to survive n
interior exile.

ar1

go
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is!
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• Heart Like a Wheel
Mon 5th 6.00, 8.20
Sensitively mad,: film docume
ing the life of Shirley Muldown
the first professional female rac ,
car driver. Stars Bonnie Bedel
director Jonathan Kaplan.
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• The Outsiders
s,
Sun 4th-Sat 10th 6.15, 8.30
s,
(Not Mon, Sun 8.30 only, MatW
e~
3 .00 and Sat 4.00)
~
Francis Ford Coppola's Iii su
version of the best-selling novel b es
high school student S. E. Hinton
e:i
focuses on a gang of small-tow ~
'greasers' trying to find a place an r~
an identity in a narrow, brut
world .
"
i..
t·
• The Makloka Si sters
"'
Wed 7th 5.50, 8 .20
I•
From one of Japan 's mo c:
accomplished film directors, K ·p,
Ichikawa, comes this story of to le,

Music
Usher Hall

Queen's Hall

(228 1155/6)

(668 2117)

Cinema 1 Thur 1-Sat 3 6.00/ 8.30 (Al so 3.45 Sat)
Jean-Louis Trinhgnant and Fanny A(dant in Francois Truffaut's
FINALLY, SUNDAY! (15)
A delightful comedy-thriller in the Hitchcock style

• Scottish National Orchestra
Fri 2nd 7.30
Janacek's Lach1an Dances.
, Bartok's Violin Concerto No. 2 and
· Dvorak's Symphony No. 7. This is
Dvorak 's second published
symphony, composed in 1884/ 5
and among the most introspective
and intense of his works. Students
£1.50 fro m 7.00 on concert ni gh t .

c,ne 1 Sun4 8.30 Mon5-Sat 10 6.15/8.30
Franc1 s Coppola's fltm based on SE H1nton 's classic novel
THE OUTSIDERS (PG)
A story of rival gangs remm1scent of 'Rebel Without A Cause·

Cinema 2 Thur 1 at 6.20 Fri 2 at 6.20/8.20 Sat at 2.15/4.00
The rapping, scratching, double- dutching maximum cool red hot
movie WILD STYLE! (15J

• Scottish Country Concert
Sat 3rd

Cinema 2 Sat 3 5.50/8.20
DOCTOR WHO : THE BEGINNING starring William Hartnell
The previously unscreened pilot episode plus 'Dead Planet' which
introduced the Oaleks
Cinema 2 Mon 5 6.00/ 8.20 Loncto!"! ~::m rest1val On Tour
Jonathan Kaplan 's new film about the ftrst American woman race
driver HEART LIKE A WHEEL (15)
Cinema 2 Tue 6 6.25/8.20 London Film Festival On.Tour.
Witty fil m about 'decadent music' (jazz) 1n 50s Yugoslavia
RED BOOGIE (PGi
Cinema 2 Wed 7 5.50/ 8.20 London FIim Festival On Tour
Kon lchikawa·s THE MAKI OKA SISTERS (151

)_

Reid Hall
• Edinburgh University Musical
Society Orchestra
Sal 3rd 7.30
Dvorak's New World Symphony
(No. 9), a piano conoert~ by Joh n
Ireland. and the premiere of a new
work by Lyell Cresswel l. Th e
soloist is Anna Le Hair.

McEwan Hall
• Organ recital
Fri 2nd 1.10

• Scottish Baroque Ensemble
Thur 1st 7.45
French evening: featuring
Debussy's Oanses Sacrees et
Profanes. Also music by Rameau ,
Faure , Lully and Ravel. French
specialities on the menu for preconcert suppers from 6.45.
Student tickets £2, £{50 from
Usher Hal l.
• Late-night !~!!
iloi,i,y
Waison Qu-artet
Fri 2nd 10.00
Fiery saxophonist from Kansas
City flies in to front a quartet.
• Edinburgh Symphony
Orchestra
Sat 3rd ,7 .30
With Wagner 's Ra,nz, Overture
Saint-Saens· Cello Concerto and
Tchai kovsky's Symp hony No. 6.
Stu dent t ickets £1 from Usher Hall.
• Handel's Messiah
Sun 4t h 7.30
Wi th the John Currie Si n~ers and
Orchestra, led by Peter Mountain .
Student tickets £2 from Usher Hall.

Glenelg Hotel
(229 6481)
• Allan Johnstone and Mi ::
.Slesson
Sun 4th 8.30
Traditional and contempora~ ~
folk .

.

Hoochie Coochie
Club
a!i
(At Coasters)
• The Ss:reaming Nobodies
Sun 4th

Monday 5th

Univents
Thursday 1st

Saturday 3rd

• Chaplaincy Centre - Lunchtime talk in series " Scotland :
Living or Dying?". This week "The State of Sport", by Alan
Chainey , Director of Physical
Education . 7.00 pm.
• Chaplaincy Centre Talk ,
"Can Live Th eatre Survive?" bv Dr
Savage of the English Dept. James
Clerk Maxwell Building , KB, 1. 10
pm.
• Ecstatic Hour (pints 45p, spirits
35p) 8-9 pm, plus free disco
Chambers Street House.

the stench and depravity of New
York 's narcotic underworld . A
nightmare land of moral
duplicities and corruption, where
police behaviour differs very little
from that of the criminals. Based
on reality and equally as
harrowing .

et !'Omnibus
8th 6.25/8.30
ishlittle Sebert escapes from
rents and causes havoc with
mtire French railway system .

ei-, The Streetfighter and
ltwen Year Itch
2nclt.45, 7.05 , 8.45
rue: George Square Theatre
lde~ul piece of Australian
/matiOnfollowed by Walter Hill's
Slleelfighter starring Charles
onson as the impenetrable
, belf'who lives by his fists .
ghly stylised violence due to
ll's atraordinary skill with the
meiF, hand ling action and
ov..-nt with particular grace .
,e &ire,, Year Itch is a Marilyn
bnratclassic .

I"

l

~ Id Beat an' Blood and
Prt..oftheCity
n 4th 6.45 , 7.40
nue: GST
e firat, a short from director
ncoRosso, examines the life of
b-PGII Wint on Kwesi Johnson
ile the second plunges us into

• Rate of Change, Vent d'Est and
The Long Riders
Wed 7th 6.45 , 7 .10, 8 .50
Venue: Pleasance
To begin , a documentary on Bill
Brandt, the photographer who
recently had an exhibition in the
National Portrait Gallery. The
second is another from the new
wave series , perhaps one of
Godard 's most difficult , complex
and important films . As in
Weekend, a confusion of camera
techniques are employed and
trenchant political questions are
posed. A Marxist western?

• Christian Union is the Church?" .
Centre 8.00.

Talk, "What
Chaplaincy

• The Very Thing live in Teviot
Row House, plus two discos and
late licence. Entry £1 .

l
7

2590)

eattfor Fears

6th

ind a coupl e of pleasant tunes
f ks a shallow, greedy
"1118rciality. Philosophy for
boppers? Doesn 't see m right

how.

aterloo Bar
terloo Place)
Ices and

Fifth Column.

• Hibs v Dundee United
Sat 3rd Tynecastle 3.00

Rugby
• Boroughmuir v Royal High
Sat 3rd 2.15 Meggetland
• Watsonians v. Edinburgh
Wanderers
Sat 3rd 2.15 Myreside

Judo
• Senior Men's Championships
Sun 4th 11 .00 Meadowbank Sports
Centre

Wednesday 7th
• The Green Banana Club Disco
the Potterrow , 1 am licence. Free.

Exhibitions

The Printmakers'
Workshop Gallery

Huntly House Museum

The City Art Centre

142 Canongate
Glass, By George!
Until 16 December

Market Street
Scottish Football :
A H istory

The Mercury Gallery

Scots Abroad
Selected pictures from the City
Collection.
Until 17 January
Mario Rossi and Douglas Swan
Recent Work
Until 17 December

42 High Street
Maggie Greer
Oils and Watercolours
Douglas Innes
Photographs
Until 23 December

.---------=---

Laurlston Place
Fiona Geddes:
Large works on paper
Until 9 December

The New 57 Gallery
29 Market Street
Exhibition of Sculpture by
students of Dunca n of
Jordanstone College of
Dundee.
Until 17 December

29 Market Street
Scottish Print Open
The third major review of
contemporary printmaking from
Scotland .
Until 23 December

Edinburgh College of
Art

The Fine Art Society
Art,

The Open Eye Gallery
75 Cumberland Street
Work by Jack Morocco, Janet
Leach , Jane Eagle , Jennifer Lee,
Dave Cohen , Bill Macnam ~r~
Until 8 Dec~!:;~~r

12 Gret King Street
Mel ntosh Patrick :
Recent Paintings
Until 23 December

Greyhounds
The perceptive punter will have
noted t hat apart from being
" blootered " in recent weeks , the
star selections appear to have
success on the meeting/ week
following. On that basis and , of
course, because they do have
obvious chances I'm selecting
Land of Beauty .and Star Performer
from tonight's seven t h and eig hth
races respectively .
Land of Beauty was a market
move last Thursday and just fai led
to get up , whilst Star Performer, o ff
7 metres, has a likely chance in the
distance race .
·"Land of Beauty
tt Star Performer
Kavey Kanem

LIVE MUSIC AT
THF. TPA'.!EqSE
Friday, 2nd December

JACK GRAHAM'S JAZZ BAND
Saturday, 3rd December

BLUES 'N' TROUBLE
Sunday 4th December

The English-Speaking
Union Gallery

STELLA'S BABY
Traverse Exh ibi tion
featuring

G!'!r:5::;;as Piini Saie

22 Atholl Crescent
Alison McKenzie
P.;;irospective Works

artists from IMAGES (Glasgow)

French Institute
13 Randolph Crescent
Edible Art
Exhibition by Boris Tissot of 30
figures and street scenes .
Until 17 December

port
ayhouse

• EU Debates Committee Maiden Speakers Competition .
Motion : "This House Believes That
A Life Sentence Should Mean
Life". Open to all students who
have never spoken in inter-varsity
debating contests. Spaech
duration approx. 5 mins ; entries
with name, year of study preferred
side of motion to the Committee,
c/o Students' Association Offices ,
by Monday 5th, 5.30. Tev1ot Row
Debating Hall, 7.30.

Sunday 4th

• Ecstatic Hour 8-9 pm plus live
folk music , Teviot Bar, TRH , Free.

The Netherbow Theatre

Soccer

• Scottish Literature Society
James Meek , a published student
writer, reads and discusses his
work , Postgraduate Students
Union, 22 Buccleuch Place, 7.30.

• Methsoc - Talk, " Evangelism",
by Howard Kelly. Nicolson Square
Methodist Church, 8.00.

• Free Disco and late licence,
Chambers Street House.

(667 3805)

• War Games (3)
2.1 5, 5.00 and 8.00
Trivilisation of nuclear war. Madi
Computer Plays With Kid.
Hollywood, Pentagon In Knuke
Shock.

Tuesday 6th

• Cocktail Happy Hour 7.30-8.30
- all cocktails halt price - Park
Room , Teviot Row House . Free
Disco, late licence.

• Disco in the Potterrow, 1 am
licence 60p.

Odeon

• Kramer vs. Kramer and
Tootsie (2)
1 .45 and 6 .30
Dustin Hoffman double bill. In K v.
K he battles for custody of his child
with Meryl Streep ; in Tootsie he is
an unemployed actor who seeks
work as an actress.

• Ecstatic Hour 8-9 pm plus live
folk / blues music , Chambers
Street House . late licence.

• Children's Holiday Venture Children's Christmas Parties . 11's
and under - Chaplaincy Centre
2.30-5.00 Older kids - Pentland
Room, Pleasance, 7.00-9.00.

• Women 's Liberation Conference - continues, 11 am-4 pm .
Price of ticket related to income.
Phone 557 3179 for information .

The Mound
The Smal l Picture Show
Annual Christmas Exhibition
Until 24 December

• Class (1)
2.00, 5.30, 8 .10
Comedy about two men sharing a
flat one discovers that he's
having an affair with the other
one's mother.

• EU Buddhist Society - General
meeting , all welcome. Chaplaincy
Centre, 7.00.

• Edinburgh Women 's Liberation
Conference held by EU
Women's Group. All women
welcome. Creche available .
Women ·s disco and coffee bar IJ ro
12 pm. Pleasance, 10 am to 5 pm.

• The Ballroom Disco licence
12.30 am, Chambers Street House
Entry 80p

Friday 2nd
ling fight-pilot Richard Gere through the correct
and a Gentleman).

• EU Conservative Association Gordon Hendry, President. Adam
& Co . Bank . Lunch available from
12.30. Middle Reading Room ,
Tev1ot, 1.00.

«)~
. LA·
YHOUSIE
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
New Year's Party in the N1teClubw ith Simon
Bates (Radio 1) . 30th December £3.50 m
advance; £4 .00 on the day.

CINEMA
Thursday 1st -Monday 5th December
BODY AND SOUL
7.00 pm and 10 to mid .
Late night Saturday at 11.00 pm
ADVENTURES OF A PLUMBER 'S
MATE (18)
THE OTHER CINDERELLA
Tickets £1 .75 Students £1 .00

Membership and details from the
Box Office, 112 West Bow,
Edinburgh (Tel. 226 2633).

18/ 22 Greenside Place,
Edinburgh EH1 3AA
DECEMBER
6th TEARS FOR FEARS £4.50
11th ANIMALS (goes on sale
Sat 12th November £5.00)
15th PAUL YOUNG £4.50
31st MARILLION
£5.00 £4.50 £4.00
18th Jan PRETENDERS £4.50
23rd Feb HAWKWIND
£4.50 £4.00 £3.50
29th Feb WHITESNAKE
£4 .50 £5.00 £5 .50
Function Suite available for
h,re phone 031.557 2602

BOX OFFICE 557 2590

I

(JAZZ

Better Late . .
MORRISEY MULLEN
Queen's Hall

A Touch Too Much

Off to Queen·s Hall on Friday
evening to see Morrisey M ullen
eventually make it up from London
to play a drastically curtailed set of
excellern jazz-funk . The group
comprises Dick Morri sey who gets
the most sparkling tone from quite
the filthiest saxopho ne I have ever
seen, and Jim Mulfen, who
employs the grossest facial
grimaces and bodily contortions
in order to coax the best notes
from his guitar. While these two

toot and grimace to great effect, that the audience couldn't have
they are complemented by an joined them, for the seats were
impressNe backing group and a arranged so as to make dancing
new singer Don McKeltar who, practically impossible.
despite his occasional prancing
In fact, the one thing that spoiled
around the stage in a manner the whole gig was the poor
which brought back unpleasant organisation. Some people might
memories of Imagination, proved not have realised that a totally
himself to be a fine vocalist who different event was scheduled for
nearly managed to steal the show 10 pm in the same hall on the same
himself.
night, and four pounds is a lot of
The me lodious. inoffensive money for half a night's entertainstrain of jazz-funk in which ment , which was further reduced
Morrisey mullen specialise in by the unavoidable late arrival of
sounds so much better live than on the band . This kind of music 1s
re cord. Toes were tapping , heads better later rather than sooner
were nodding, approving glances anyway . Queen's Hall should stop
were being cast around the hall , this policy of double booking
and the band enjoyed themselves events and let one major group
so much that two of them waltzed appear at a more convenient and
off into the aisles during Mercy, appropriate time.
Mercy their traditionally
Peter Carroll
showcase number. It was a shame

Plant-life at the Playhouse

The self-doubt and
despondency that has
haunted Annie Lennox
for so long seems now
swept aside by the
supreme confidence of
T he Eurythmi cs' stunning
current live performance .
The Playhouse was packed on
Sunday night to give an ecstatic
welcome to Annie, and partner
Dave Stewart, a reception that was
reflected in the band's enthusiastic and inspired set It
mattered little whether the band
playing were the ·state-of-the-art'
synth operation that they are
reputed to be, when the

uncertamty ano s8if-i~d!..!!gense
wh1h characterised The Tourists
and immediately afterwards 1s so
clearly behind them now.
Appearing at the front of the
stage, dressed in close f1tt1ng
black and white tartan suit, red
cloves, and that brilliant shock of
arange hair, the form of Annie

Lennox was the immediate centre
of visual attention just as her voice
was the focus and central
exponent of the band's propulsive
musical energy. It is Annie's
breath-taking vocal talent \hat
communica tes that intensity and
vitality of feeling that lies inherent
in The Eurythmics' sound. But
while Annie was admirably
complemented by a female vocal
trio : The Croquettes; the backing
rhythm section. though providing
a setting and atmosphere to the
songs, was little more than a
ponderous , if solid base (sic), that
never seemed to come alive and
take off itself . For most of the se t
this deficiency mattered little, but
when a drum machine beat
quickened the pace, the effect on
the moody, sado-masochistic
'Love Is A Stranger ' was to rest rict
and so m e wh at s tul tify t he

expansive vocal line, but its
regimented pulse.
Opening with the beautifully
understated funk rhythm of 'The
First Cut', the first part of the set
consisted of a series of numbers
from their accolaimed new LP,
"Touch· , with tracks like ·Here
Comes The Rain Again' , and the
sharpened, staccato beat of
·Beware' destined to become new
favourites. The Eurythmics ·
eclectic sou rces give them a very
varied sound, often now
reminiscent of Grace Jones (as
well as the obvious parallel of
physical appearance with Annie
Lennox), on the magn,f,cent 'In
The City', annie 1s almost a white
Randy Crawford. The dramatic,
atmospheric intensity 1s a
reminder of the latter's 'Rainy
Nigfli :~ Georqia·. After this
creativity, the classics, 'Lovt: :~ A
Stranger" and ·sweet Dreams (are
made of this)" seemed slightly
subdued, though they will always
remain concise, e loquent
expressions of Annie's pained
emotion.
The band 's encore reapparance, to perform their
current single 'Right By Your
Side', built up the climax of th e
evening . Annie Lennox had
changed to khaki and leopard skin
for this successful foray into a
more experimental , calypsoinfluenced funk an admi rabl e
follow-up to the catchy, insistent
'Who's That Girl?'. Meanwhile, the
haunting finale of ·Jennifer'
provided a fitting conclusion .
Proceeding from her own flute
introduction, Annie's vocal range
was d isplayed at its finest here, in
conveying the song's lyric of the
intensity of feeling for another
person . So titled for the rhythmic
quality of the name, rather than
any direct association, the song
perhaps also reflects the despair
and darkeness from wh ich Annie
is now free.
Alastair Dalton

If anyone wasn 't sure, the point
was proven forceably on
Wednesday night: Robert Plant is
now definitel y a Led-free
com modity. He gave a superb
performance which contained no
vestige of any Zappelinesq ue
rem ains . He still has the most
versatile voice in rock music and
now he uses all of it.
T we lve years of touring with one
th is country's most electri fying
bands, Led Zeppelin , has taught
Plant a lot. The guy is as
professional about the business as
it's possible to be. He seems to
know exactly what an audience
wants and he gives it to them with
all the showmanship he can
muster, and boy can he muste r it'
The gig began with the slightly.
emlodramatic In the Mood which
has just been released as a single.
The long , slow in troduction was
played by the two keyboard
players, Jezz Woodroffe and
Richie Hayward , with the stage in
almost complete darkness. The
lights came up as Plant began to
sing (what he admits are "the least
amount of lyrics that I've been
respons ible for in six minutes of
music") . And there he was , looking
tan and healthy after his recent
tour of America. He looked like
anything but a man who has

already established a unique
reputation among his fellow
musicians , retired from one of the
biggest groups there has been and
staged a comeback with two
excellent solo albums. Instead he
looked fresh.
T his freshness was appa ren t in
his looks, his movements. his
music and especialfy in his
attitude. There was no aloofness
which we come to expect from
people in Plan t's position. Instead
h e was friendly and open ,
admitting straight away that the
previous night in Glasgow had
been terrible, but that he hoped
this would be better. It was.
He romped through a se ries of
songs from his two albums . The
musicians playing with him looked
old and well worn (which on the
whole they are all exsomething!) but they played well.
The songs themselves sounded
good, but one couldn't help
wondering whether or not he had
played some of them twice- such
was their lack of identifying
features.
This is to be expected. By my
reckoning he played every song
from both his albums. Some of
them are bound to be mediocre
and they are. Some of them are
brilliant , like Horizontal

Departure, Pledge Pin, Wreckless
Love and Like I've Never Been
Gone. Given a few more albums,
Plant will have an outstanding
repertoire.
None of the songs, with the
possible exception of Big Log, is
insta ntly accessible, but the man
is. His voice was better than it has
ever been . Even Paverotti himself
would have to admit that Plant's
range is extraordinary! He is also
singing w ith an intensity and
sense of urgency which was not as
prominent in his days with
Zeppelin . This is particularly
apparent in Horizontal Departure
which was one of the highlights of
the concert.
He finished with Like I've Never
Been Gone which is a beautiful
ballad . The title is inappropriate. It
is like Plant has been gone,
improved and come back fresher
than ever. He played a lot of
·enco res including a terrible
rendition of Dolly Parton's Stand
by Your Man which he stopped
half way through because it was so
bad . Suen is the charisma and
confidence of the guy . The
audience loved it. He also played
Little ·Sister which was first
recorded about 20 years ago. The
crowd went crazy. Plant asked " Is
that all I have to do?" With a voice
like that , like it or not, the answer is
··ves" !
Michael Devlin

Visit
Edinburgh's premier Lounge Bar
Meals served from 12 noon-3 .00 p.m.

MISTYS ON THE MOUND
11-13 North Bank Street, Edinburgh

Quality food at low prices

fHE STUDENT

AUTUMN1904
IN
WINTER 1983

T he band have been together for
eig hteen m on ths, and in that time
th ey have made considerable
musical progress. With the recent
addition of two. female backing

vocalists and several excellent
new songs such as Crack Silence
and What's ,n Your Eyes, t~ey have
developed into ·one of the city's
most imaginative and original
bands.
They obviously spend a great
deal of time on perfecting their live

performance and as a result , they
produce a very professional
sound. The strong but cnsp male
lead vocals are complemented by
the mellower sound of the girls this is highlighted on the band's
final and most popular song of the
evening / Heard Catherine Sing.
This ban have something for
everyone. Their influences are
very widespread . Isis showed
influence of black funk , especially
in the vocals and strong bass.

Other

songs

are

more

soul-

onentated, some are simply very
enjoyable pop.
Autumn 1904 obviously take

great

care

over

their

stage

appearance, sound and lighting,
and with their liveliness and active

encouragement of audience
participation. they provided an
interesting and enjoyable
evening's entertainment. Apart
from 22 Beaches, Autumn 1904
were the most exciting musical
event at Potterrow over the past
year. See them at Chambers Street
on Saturday night.
F. G. Stephen

+1 PROMOTIONS
PRESENTS

~e:r..s·1on 10.95

TWf5Tf D llffiVf
AT BUSTER BROWN 'S ON WED. 6th DEC .
TICKETS FROM RECORD SHOPS £1 .25 .

1 st December 1983
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CONSCIOU
IN RED
MECCA
CABARET VOLTAIRE preaching to the converted . . . but what a
sermon ! It began for this
man at about 8.40, when
he walked into the
Coasters Ballroom and
saw up above the stage a screen. Harsh weird
noises blasted out of the
hissing PA.

Essentially a dance band ,
on Friday night at the
Potterrow, Autumn 1904
succeeded in creating an
audience reaction worthy
of any good group. They
hJ'lve no preteritions and
are designed purely for
entertainment value ,
providing their aud ien ce
with an incentive to get up
and dance.

Thursday

Then 1t all gets confused . . I
saw women and cowboys,
policemen and shoes, people
ripping their own goolies off. Yes.
The video for the Cabs "JustFascination" appeared, and the
images for a while were of some
use, some relevance to the music
and words ... ''Just fascinationsajustaafascinashuun", while the
·fishnetted foot of a lady(?) tilts up
and down. It that is not clear to
you, I ca n only say it was to me
there. Which is what I am telling
you about.
The video of " The Crackdown"
appeared, and the images flashing
and repeating fitted an
interpretation of the song I had
reached simply with a Sanyo and a
plain room. but wait, nothing so
simple.
The video gave images of
oppression, police in riot outfits,
riot situations. Not the morality of
riot situations. Not the morality or
other of filming this, the question
of who riots and why or who is
cracking down. No, those did not
concern me in the full ... I was only
there to say what I saw anyway,
but the point, what I have to say is
that I suddenly saw propaganda.
Any side of the propaganda is still
that, but what I had been seeing
before and saw now, all one swift

psychedelia into the next, was
along with the music and voices
repeating, repeating, repeating,
again and again I repeat they were
repeating, was, l say, numbing my
mind. torc,ng 1t not to think on any
other than a subconscious level.
There was simply a visual ,and
aural cacophony in my own
1nd1v1dual subconscious. (don't
mean to be pretentious).
Now that's not to say that it's
nasty, although some of the
footage was at times very "nasty".
in the true Mrs Whitehouse sense.
1f that 1s true. If th e Cabs have
succeeded in invading my
subconscious, then good for them
- Duran Duran never have. But
the methods used were simply
those of mass deception (maybe
not unlike Duran Drone) - the
repeating of phrases , meant to be
believed or not, to be rejected or
not? Perhaps they are saying that
that is up to me, but my dear
Cabb1es, what 1s up to me? I can't
assimilate all that went on! Such is
the big bad world we all exist 1n,
that 1s difficult to assimilate. But I
know that, and you sure didn't help
much . Nasty 1s the world of
violence, crackdowns, morbid
fascination, shadows, forces but why tell me? It 1s not very
entertaining, which it's all about nobody is an alternative as not to
be in the end an entertainment.
And I was seeing na-::ty.
... I stood by a pillar from where I
could clear see the Cabs, but not
the video screen behind them. 1
realised this, and was about to
move off my supporting brolly
when I stopped. Ow. And then I
said I am not God, I should not try
to see " The whole thing ", for none
of us can. So I took the role of a
mortal with a sore back who p~~ld
hear well and see OK . F~m11iar

songs reached my ears, but I was
not en1oying them, because the
sight of the Cabs was boring, and
as I saw later when I moved to see
the screen, the sight with the video
was a meaningless d1stract1on. No,
not distraction .
it looked like
simply a prop lo add effect, in the
same shallow way as an Adam Ant
staae set. or the soohistication of
Duran Duran's lights. No more
than effect.
"Just Fascination" was a point
where things changed slightly:
Stephen Mallinder actually
c racked a smile, and maybe a joke
- I didn't get it though. And then
he went back to urgent bassplunking . Oh, the music - of
despair and horrors we a// engage
1n, but the Cabs had no intention of
laughing at themselves. See all the
absurdity, but please see it in
yourselves. Slightly later
Eastern yowling, taped at some
mysterious minaret
I
recognised the song's beginning,
the wail went on. And on. What
mystery is this they reveal ?
Mallinder is stock still in the red
mecca of light - and then takes a
huge swill of lager and dribbles a
little. He starts singing - so
serious, so urgent. But it looked to
me as 1f he just did not mean jt.
whatever 1t was. And maybe he
meant to.
So maybe after all, they
achieved something with me. But
there is madness in their method.
That's different, that's alternative.
Fascination . I was disturbed by
what I was interested in, and I
looked again, I'm still rather
confused, as you've no doubt
gathered. I saw Cabaret Voltaire.
Now that 1s interesting.
David Peth erick

A Week with the
Bedouins
Stepping on the mini
bus ir, Amman, the only
woman and the only
European, I began to
question my trip down
south.
A few hours later my fears had
dissipated, the few people in the
bus had laden me with mango
juice. melon and backlava. the

radio was blaring Fairnz (my
favourite Lebanese singer) and we
were driving through the desert.
Finally , in the heat of the
afternoon , we

arrived

at Wadi

Musa , a small Arab village with
little acclaim except beuatiful Arab
horses.
Forcing myself to use my poor
and very sporadic Arabic I
received various directions for the
ancient city of Petra

Petra is a city built 2000 years
before Christ , by the Nabateans, in
the south-west Jordanian Desert.
Caines, staircases, temples and
tombs carved out of the desert

rock with such skilful masonry that
much remains intact even today .
After a process of elimination, l

found myself in the Siq (a form of
canyon) that leads down to Petra.
Two miles of twisting tunnel lit by a
small shaft of light. Then suddenly
the first massive work - a huge
treasury carved out of the rock.
The effect was tunning, and quite
break taking .
Walking round th e valley of
Petra I was overwhelmed by the
sheer number of tombs, temples ,
ancient Greek and Roman sites
There was even a Crusader castle
and a massive intricacy of caves
and carved stairways.

I stopped to contemplate the
scenery in a little Bedouin teashop
and to refresh myself with some
ethnic Seven-Up . I also took the
opportunity to ask after a
"respec table " Bedouin family to

whom I'd been recommended by
the museum curator in Amman

That turned out to be less of a
problem than I'd imagined . Abu
Saksukkar appeared to be the
local sheikh and I had in fact asked
one of his many sons 1

I was taken up to the family
dwelling - a large tent and three
caves, and made to stt down while I

was observed and plied with many
little cups of sweet, strong Arabic

tea .

I was soon introduced to all the
family the three wives (the
youngest of whom was just sixteen
and already had a baby) , the bast
array of children and the 83-yearold Sheikh (with his two rotten
teeth) .
I had intended just to stay the
night and to continue my trip the
next day, but as each day passed I
grew fonder of the place and
became increasingly reluctant to

go. The family also seemed to
enjoy having a foreign visitor.
someone whose '' funny " customs

they could observe and from
whom they would hear about the
" outside world ".
In the mornings I was woken, as

the sun was rising , by a chorus of
donkeys , cocks, goats and dogs in time to see the famous Petra
sunrise where all the rocks took on
a deep pink hue.
The days were varied, often

Your
Rights
By far the most common
contracts governed by the Sale of
Goods Act 1979 are those
1nvolv1ng the purchase of goods
over the counter , and as in mall
order contracts, the buyer and

seller have implied rights and
duties which we shall look at.
Goods displayed on shelves or
in shop windows are not an offer to
you to buy but an ,nv,tat,on to treat
which means an invitation to you

to after to buy the goods, but there
,s no guarantee that the shop
keeper will necessarily sell them to
you at this price. You make an
offer by handing the goods over
the check-out desk and the
acceptance ,s made when the
shop assistant ring s up the sale.
Since there is no obligation to
accept an offer, the shopkeeper

spent wandering in the mountains

may refuse to accept your offer

and exploring the ancient sites,
then lying in the cool water of the
spring, feeling like Ophelia,
covered by a canopy of fresh pink
rhododendrons . Followed by fresh

andperhapsaskformoremoneyif
the goods have the wrong price
tag . But ,f goods are displayed at
the wrong price, the shopkeeper
may be committing an offence
under the Trad e Descriptions Act.
you still have no nghf to buy th e
goods at a particular price but
once you have accepted you
cannot change your mind and you
will be unable to get your money
back unless the goods are fa ulty or
,f the service provided ,s below a
reasonable standard.
Sometimes shops will let you
change perfect goods or g,ve you
your money back, but this ,s a
matter of goodwill and they are

fruit and cups of tea with various
Bedouin families .

Other days
"to urist " and
fetch water
attempted to
(an

elaborate

I was not such a
helped the wives
by donkey and
help baking bread
process which

I

never quite got the hang of).
Then later Joining the women in
their

communal

creche

-

effect on your right to get your \
These bodies were concerned
money back and displaying such a about the Em bassy's requests
notice was made a criminal because of the involvement of the
offence in 1978.
Embassy ,n physical attacks on
Finally, if the goods are not of Iraqi students, living in Britain,
merchantable quality or do not ·who opposed the Ba 'athist
correspond with description or are dictatorship of their own country.
not reasonably fit for purpose the Such attacks are well docubuyer has a number of redresses. mented: in Aberdeen , dissident
The seller may offer to replace Iraqi students had to flee their
faulty goods but if you do not want

homes in order to escape harass-

them replaced you are entitled to
ask for your money back . The
seller may also offer to repair the
goods free of charge but again you
can insist on your money back 1f it
,s a major fault or 1f the repair ,s
going to take some time. Credit
notes are another means of
redress ; the sel ler can take the
goods back and g,ve you credit
notes to use some time in the

ment carried out by Ba'athist
students , and in Cardiff an Iraqi
was attacked in broad daylight by
a group of Iraq government-

future , but again you can refuse

Ba'athist

Union of Students encourages

Sarah Dougall

IRAQI
SPYING
MISSION
Iraq is unique amongst

student unions not to recognise

NUIS and deals only with the Iraq,
Student Society which is nonviolePt and does not support the

I

I

Hussain fascist government.

Having failed to get colleges to
I do their spying for them, the Iraq
Embassy has since sent a
"Cultural Counsellor" on a tour.of
campuses, when Dr H.AI. Had1th1
arrives at colleges, he asks for a list
of names and addresses so that he
can send "cultural mailings" to

them . Thankfully most student
unions and college registrars have
been conscientious enough not to

release the names. If such lists had
been passed on !hen they would

have almost certainly have been
used to put pressure on Iraqis

.studying here to support
Hussain's dictatorship.
It is important that we stop this
tour of harassment; please add

fortunately,

readily

your voice to the condemnation of

available from college registrars

the Ba'athist terror tactics by
writing a letter of complaint to the
Iraqi Embassy , 21 Queen's Gate,
London SW7.

do so.
When the seller sells goods , the
Sale of Goods Act says he is
1mplic1tly making three promises

and an old rug, near to the fire and

their normal or intended use -

to the family , directly under the

are

not

Pablo Robertson

to the buyer which are tat the

goods will match with description;
that the goods are of a reasonable
standard o r merchantable quality;
and that the goods are suitable for

neighbourhood. I was also sad to

leave, but consoled myself by

manufacturers

promising to return.

believe him ! The seller ,s always
liable
If the seller describes goods to
you they must match the

fault

-

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
CATERING SERVICES DEPARTMENT

the

fitn ess for purpose test. If the
goods are faulty the seller has
broken his promise and the buyer
,s en titled to compensation from
the seller. If you return fau lty
goods to a shop and the
shopkeeper tells you 11 1s the

Juliette Lowe

National

Back in April 1982, the Iraq,
Embassy wrote to college authorities asking for detailed reports on
Iraqi students. Such reports,

were refused and brought to the
attention of the National Union of
Students and the Overseas'
Students group, UKOSA.

tried unsuccessfully to secure me

The

I

is the only totalitarian
regime which attempts to
export its terror onto
other countries ' university and college campuses.

and the requests for information

a good husband from th e whole

regime.

.
the many dictatorships I
which exist in the world. It

under no legal obligation at all to

My "family" were very di sappointed to see me go, having

May this year.
It has long been know that such
attacks are carried out by either
government agents or by
members of the National Union of
Iraq, Students which supports the

and ask for a refund.

catching up on the day's gossip
while watching the ch ildren play
on a rush mat placed over the bare
earth floor of a homely cave.
In the evenings we all ate
together out of a communal bowl
- men and guests first followed by
wives and children. No cutlery, no
plates only hands Simple
meals, but very wholesome,
followed by yet more tea
Sleep came soon after the sun
had set My bed was a mattress

stars

sponsored students as recently as

do not

Christmas Lunches
1983

description, so 1f you ask for 9oods

with particular qualities. the; must
have

them

otherwise

you

can

return the goods and claim your
money back.
Goods must be of merchantable
quality for a reasonable length of
t,me and a reasonable length of
time will depend in different
circumstances on the type of
goods. Privately sold goods (1e

Roast Turkey - Chestnut Stuffing
Chipolata Sausage
Fresh Cranberry Sauce
Creamed and Roast Potatoes
Brussels Sprouts

goods purchased fr_o m class1f1ed
newspaper
advertisements
or

from cards in shop windows etc)
are not covered by the
merchantable quality rule, but ,t
does apply to private sales made in
the course of a business eg a
solicitor who sells an office

Christmas Pudding and
Brandy Sauce

typewriter. Second hand goods
may also have to be of
merc·hantable quality. But again
this does not apply to privately
sold goods. the goods should be in

at £1.50

reasonable condition and work

well.
Where the buyer, expressly or
by implication , makes known to
the seller any particular purpose

for which the goods are being
bought, there is an implied
condition that the goods are
reasonably fit for that purpose,
whether or not that is a purpose for

which the goods are commonlv
supplied , eg if you buy a bag to
carry bricks in and yuv rPake thrn

Being served at:
University Refectory-Students' Centre
Monday-Friday, 12th-16th December
King 's Buildings Refectory
Monday-Friday, 12th-16th December
King 's Buildings Union
Tuesday-Thursday, 6th-8th December

known to the seller, the bag will
have to be strong enough to
withhold the weight .
Some

shops

dispay

notices

saying 'no refunds ' or ·goods will
not be exchan ed', these have no

NO ADVANCE BOOKING REQUIRED
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Profiles

GIRLS ON PAGE
Penny Gibbins talked to a Chilean Exile
and an Edinburgh Grand Opera singer.
and 1s now the Latin American
Solidarity Soc iety ; in stin ctive. The
group seeks to inform students of
events in the 'backyard ' countries

by means ol films . demonstrati ons
and concerts and Daphne hopes
by this that people will lend moral
support to the people in the Lat in
American Countries, as well as

energy and ideas to the group,
which curren tly has 12 o r 13 active
members . ln 1974-5 Chile was a
main concern of Solidarity, and
here Daphne reflected on the
heroic fund ra1sinq efforts in
London of Mrs Jara , who returned
England after events in 1973. when
her husband Victor Jara, a
celebrated lolk singer was killed
after being taken to the National
Stadium in Santiago where he had
his wrists broken for playing to the
The Latin American Solidarity
Society raised £200 on a
sponsored hunger strike for
Nicaragua ; an event later reported
In the E•enlng News.

Daphne studying
Spanish at Edinburgh , 1s one of a
million refugees forced to flee
from Europe when Salvador
All endes government democra t ically elec ted by a left wing
coalition was overthrown by a
military coup 1n 1973 -a take over

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - backed and financed by the CIA
and the Chilean Oligarchy of the
Hay hombres que luchan un dia
time.
y son buenos
She has formed her views from
Hay otros que luchan un ano
th
e misery which is her
y son mejores
inheri ta nce, directly experiencing
Hay quienes luchan muchos
not only the arbitrary arrests.
anos
imprisonment and murder of
y son muy buenos
friends , but also of her family - a
Pero hay lost que luchan toda la
19 year old brother, tortured , a
vida
mother
imprisoned for five
esos son los impresclndlbles
months.
and a father , tortured and
Bertholl Brecht
put in solitary confinement during
a year in a concentration camp.
Such dramati c events have made
her in vo lvement in, what was

initially th e Chilean Action Group,

prisoners in the concentration
camp situated there . H owever
funds were then diffused into
other Latm American countries

according to the need ; for El
Salvador and currently for
Nicaragua -

last weekend th e

group went on a 24 hour hunger
strike 1n St Paul's Church 1n the
High Street, in order to raise
money for the development of the
Welfare Service in Port Corinto,
which was recently bombarded by
US backed troops from the
Honduras The idea to raise funds

was originally put forward by
Nicaraguan government representatives speaking at a meeting
about specific pro1ects. 1nclud1nq

one to raise money fort he 'Medical
Aid Campaign·. Another popular
fund raising event is the
sponsored 'Jive agains t Juntas"

which has previ ously raised £280.
On th e 9th of December both
DapHne and Claudia, her sister are

Claudia of 'Qulmanhu ' brings the sound of the Andes to Ed inburgh .
involved in a concert to be held in

this success,

Claudia and her

Chambers Street ba ll room in aid
of Sohdar,ty. Claudia supports the
cam paign by playing influential

colleagues have recently made

Latin American music in order to
preserve the Chilean culture and

contributing

inheritance. She 1s a member of
the band Qu1nmantu which have

directed by Stanley Myer and
Richard harvey of the Phil.
Orchestra. Claudia has currently
record called ·venceremos' with

been touring tnroughout colleges,
universities and town halls. D ue to

her skill on the guitar she was
011ered a place with -the band
Incantation . but remained with her
original band Pueblo, which
consequently was invited to play
on a tour with John W11/1ams giving
concerts

ended

which

in

a

performance at the Royaf Festival
Hall in June. The group Peublo
which played at the Round House
in London was highly acclaimed
by the Daily Telegraph and since

their

first

American

single
Music,

of
as

to

the

Latinwell

as

theme

tune of the film Honorary Council

Simon Booth, a former member of

Soft Machine, London based group
Qu1mantu uses Latin American
instruments for its music; pan

pipes and a "Charango" made
from an Armadillo shell.
and they have reached a very high
standard of entertainment for
amateur musicians, some
whom , when they arrived

of
in

England

an

could

not

play

instrument.

A Wandering Minstrel I
Many people will know of Adele
Paxton , as the girl who played
Phyllis in Iolanthe. Cas1lda in the
Gondohers, Ida in Pflnces Ida or
Josephine 1n HMS Pinafore; all
roles of the leading lady in
perform-an ces given by the
Edinburgh University Savoy
Opera Company between 198083. It is rare for a first year to land a
principle part as Adele did in her
de but as 'Phyllis', but she sees her
career as a series of lucky breaks.
in that her school already had lies

Savoy,

with th e Savoy, using its costum es

for a sixth form performance of th e
Mikado and also because one of its
male members played a role in the

opera. It was as Nank1-poo, the
wandering minstrel, that Adel e
made her fir st stage entrance
which was accompanied by her

mandolin lall1ng to the lloor as

on

professional attitude to her role,
which was at variance with older
members of the society who saw

about the plausibility of a 22 year
old to portray this mat urity . This
Adele finds amusing because
usually it is older women who have
problems playing the ·sweet

the pastime 1ust as fun. "O ften this

young thing·, the heroine of many

led to being accused of acting the
prim a donna, as I would not sing 1f
I had a sore throat or felt 111 ,

Gilbert and Sullivan operas. The
parts will also give her the chance
to try the new contralto range of

part

getting
took

a

the
very

because it seemed po intless to

roles she has been developing

strain my voice. Especially with
regard to the role of Josephine
which needs a very high soprano,

under her teacher , Miss Busfield,
who's first lessons late into her
fourth year at University made her

and having recently understood

newly realise her mezzo tone and

that I was not actually a soprano.
but contralto, when I was 111 I
would prefer to talk my parts
through. Now I have to be
especial ly carefu l about colds

range.
She has an 1mpress1ve track
record of Edinburgh Festival

because

I

have an

increasing

number of commi tm ents including
professional engagemen ts as a
church soloist where I cannot

Performances. In 1981 she was in

Performances In 198 1 she was
lirst in the Gilbert and Sullivan
song class , and 1n 1982 won the
Lieder and Opera class. During

operatic career However, Adele
remembered that Ju li e Jerome the

postgrad

diploma

Savoy's director was not 1n1tially
impressed with her voice. "She

burning

desire

professionally . Recently she has

her four year study of law Adele
wrote a ·pioneer' paper on lady
advocates. called "Wo men at the
Bar" which she has thoughts of
publishing since 1t has been
quoted 1n a law textbook for first
years by Paterson and Bates.

asked 1n wearied tones if I could
sing out more, because Leith

been accepted to play 'La C,eca·in
Ponch111i's opera ·La Gioconda·

Perhaps her most recent success
was an essay for a compet1t1on

Town Hall was a big place" - so I
did, and was told later that the
windows had shaken.
At a younger age Adele used to
sight read descants against the
parish congregation when she
went to v1s1t her grandfather, who

with the Edinburgh Grand Opera,
a part which will give a certain

which she started during her finals
on " Access to Sources of Law in a
Multi-Legal Society," which much
to her surprise won her £350 from
the legal-computer firm Eurolex
"They seemed surprised that

she retrieved 1t in confusion she

had

a premon1t1on

of a rosy

afford to give a poor performance"
Although she has finished a LLB
Honours degree and 1s doing a

course
is

to

her
sing

cred1b11lty to future engagements.

She is also studying the role of
Marguer,ta in "La Dame Blanche ..
for the Edinburgh University
Opera Group. An opera not

was a former cathedral organist

performed since 1904. which is

She and her sister would sing
duets. although 11 was not until late

currently being translated into
English from scores flown lrom
Germany

1n senior school that the
headmistress discovered that "the

Ade le Paxton about to receive £350 for an essay competition.

and,

principle

Paxton girls could sing."
The first year law student
aud1t1oned lor everything at

In

the

performances

to

be

shown in February nexl year she
plays older women and 1n several
quarters th ere have been doubts

Scot' had won the competition as

1t was geared to English Law
Students. It involved a knowledge
ol computers and European Law .
She beams when asked what
happened to the money "I bought
a metronome", she said.
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Animal Rights
Kindness, protection, welfare
and rights, are words which
illustrate an increasi ng activity in
support of our voiceless fri ends.
Man started out in combat with

nature, where he was struggling
for survival. Now, it is nature that is
threa tened, and needs protecting
from the exploits of man .
The Edinburgh University
Animal Rights Campaign and The
Scottish Soc for the Prevention of
Vivisection, hosted a meeting in
the George Square Theatre on
Tuesday 22nd Nov. Recent trends
in both the pol1t,cal and ph1losoph1cal aspects of animal welfare
were put forward by the two guest
speakers.
Clive Hollands (Director
Scottish Soc. for the Prevention of
Vivisection) speaking from the
political angle, pointed out that as
early as 1896 laws were passed for
the protection of seabirds. The
House of Commons drew
attention to the d1min1shing
number of birds following the

farmer's plough. the fewer flocks
showing fishermen the way to
shoals. fewer birds guiding sailors
through fog to the safety of land.
Protection - for whose benefit?
Animals are so much part of our
lives, but are we always aware of
their status? Agriculture is
becoming increasingly more
intensive. The commodity market
demands a product that can only
be economically produced from a
production like process
Numerous animals are slaughtered annually. In the UK 32
million cattle, sheep and pigs meet
their death for our consumption.
as do 350 million poultry. That ,n
itself cannot be undermined man was not made a vegetarian -

however 1t is the way in which
these animals are slaughtered
which must be considered.
Similarly we cannot begin to
imagine how many animals are
used in su rgery , research.
teaching and so on . Again we
cannot deny our dependance on
such practice. However there do
need to be controls. Do animals
need to be repeatedly used fo r
demonstration, do we need
animals for testing superficial
products like cosmetics. do we
need more of the same drugs (ie
anaesthetics) and their associated
tests? Answers for alternatives
may be in in-vitro methods of
tissue culture, skin grafts and
unicellular tests . However as yet
research on these is very much in
the infant stage.
These comments pointed out.
Clive Holland advocated that a
quiet pressure should be applied
for control and change to be
legislated in these areas.
It was ,n 1876 that the last Bill
was drawn up for the protection of
laboratory animals. and ,t hasn't
been amended since.
To support the direction of his
action Clive Hollands quoted Lord
Houston (Chairman of GRAE )
"Those who refuse to erect the
milestones are not on the march"
He empha1sed step-wise action so
as not to Jeopardise the passing of
a Bill for protection. a 8111 which is
bound to cost money and reduce
efflency of present systems
Bernard Rollins {Professor at
Colorado State Un1vers1ty)
supported this approach Unfortunately, though. he tended to
d1sgu1se the fundamentals of his
speech in abstract rhetoric
Digging deep, the point being
made was basically - one of using

the power of ideals to g,ve a
direction m which to prompt
change. He did stress the
importance of sound data and
rational thought to support this
extreme. For example, Lethal
Dose tests for toxicity require that
50% of the animals under test must
die, to give the upper l1m1t for toxic
concentrations. It has been shown
that these tests are so variab le,
even within degrees of temperature. that here there cou ld be a
good case for their abolition.
The difficulty in outl1n1ng
principals of animal handling is in
defining their optimum habitat o f
existence, and their threshold of
pain. It is an emotive subject in
which extremists equate animal
sensation with that of their own,
while those in contraposit1on
imply superiority of their status
compared with that of animals.
A lot of Animal Welfare policies
tend to be in direct opposition to
Humanist ideals, children are
saved / helped by knowledge that
has come from animal experimentation - who should be given
priority?
However there is space for an
improvement in the care of
handling experimental animals
before demanding that all
experimentation
shou ld
stop.
Both speakerssummarised by
saying that a passive approach
may bear more strength in
protecting the rights of animals
than an all o r nothing confrontation .
Our cries should be muted in
order that the cnes of the animals
can be heard
NB GRAE - Committee for the
Reform of Animal Experimentat1on.
Ann Barbour

THE LEAVES HAVE fallen now,
burnished copper and gold no
longns the harsh lines of King's
Buildings . The bleak wintry
afternoons are echoes on the
faces of those who have grown
weary of fighting their way
through rea ms of computer paper
to find a seat in JCMB coffee
lounge. Distraught eyes tell me the
tale of those who have journeyed
in search of music . The initial jou
of finding a jukebox in KB Union
bar being quickly replaced by
nervous frustration as the
luminous green decor takes its
psychological toll. They cluster
instead round space invaders to
receive comfort from its womblike
noises.
Yet some have hope . Second
year chemists have in store the
delights of Prof. Ebsworth 's poetry
recitals at next term 's lectures. It is
rather sad that these cultural
events are ou t of reach of we lesser
mortals. Perhaps the Union will
take note and engage his services,
installing poetry reading as a
weekly feature?
However, once again the term
rolls inevitably towards exams. As
the libraries fill up and tension

Science Talks
EU Microbiology Society
Beer and skittles vs. Chemistry
Soc thurs 15th December
Corstorphine Inn .

Christmas Parties
Ecolog ical Society: Ceilidh; Disco :
Buffet Wed 7th Dec . Carllon
Studios; £3.00.
Geology Society: 15th Dec., KB
Union
Chemistry Society: 16th Dec., KB
Union .

mounts , the only outlet for
frustrations are the daily battles to
get on the minibus. But spare a
thought for the physics postgrads.
No longer able to stand the
freezing cold in their offices. it ,s
said that they have furtively taken
to building furnaces with thea1d of
the physics workshop. It seems
they can stand martyrdom no
longer.
Anne Gibbons

Mistaken Identity
A FEW DISTINGUISHED
eyebrows were raised at
Chemistry 3 's wine and cheese
with the staff last week. This was
due to the fact that a few glasses of
wine were spilled and a table
knocked over by some who had
liberally indulged in the wine.
These events were found to be so
disturbing tti•t to one particular
member of staff that he called
some of the students to give
account of their conduct the next
day
day. However. one of this party
was innocent. giving final proof
that the meths served by the
Chemistry Department at tt>ese
affairs has as much effect on
lecturers as students.
Ann Gibbons

Charnock Bradley
Memorial Lecture
Application of Genetic Eng1neer1ng to development of the next
generation of Virus Vaccines by Or
Brown. 5.15 pm. Thurs 1st
December. Lecture Theatre B
DHT.
•

Nuclear Radiation
Beyond our senses? Dr Ratcliffe A
Centre for Human Ecology
lecture. Tues 6th Dec. 5.15 pm ,
Lecture Theatre B, DHT.

Roadrunner!
-:,

It's Scottish Cityhnk The
new city to City coach service
that goes 1ust about everywhere
you can think of from all the mam
centres 1n Scotland· like Aberdeen.
Dundee, Edinburgh. Glasgow, Inverness
and Perth
Scot11sh Cltyhnk coaches run every day
of the week. And they are easy to use . in

most cases you
1ust turn up and pay
the dnver Scottish Citylink 1s
Scotland's new-look express coach
service So look for the coaches with the
disllncl1ve blue and yellow livery
For information on places and pnces,
get m touch with your nearest Scottish Bus
Group company office or travel agent

~SCOTTISH

rc:um..n~iK<

Here, there and eve,ywhere.

Thars Eastern Scottish
coaches of course. The fast,
efficient luxury coaches that
take you to London every day
of the week- all year round.
You travel in style and
comfort. And you can travel from
literally dozens of pick-up points all
. over Scotland. Whars more, we drop you
nght at Victoria Coach Stqtion.
Either way, you pay very little for what
you get. Return fare from Edinburgh for instance
is just £18.00.
'
. For more information, and your local pick-up
point, contact any Eastern Scottish company
office, or travel agent.

People going places go Scottish

Eastern ~coTT1sH
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Imagine these scenes Scotland poised on the English
Ille, Jacklin with a six fool pull for
the Open, or Nicholas clean
through In the World Cup final .
Vast television audiences are on
the edge of their seats and what
happens - more often than not It's
'Well, that's all we have time for so
lt'a back to Frank In the studio for
the result of the 3.45 from
Kempton Park'.
Such can be the agonies of the
armchair sports addict. and these
problems have been brought even
more sharply into focus during the
recent strike by the BBC's outside
broadcasting units. This latter
catastrophe, which has resulted in
some of the highest fitness levels
amongst dogs and their owners
ever recorded , does seem to
question once again the long
accepted premise that sport is best
seen from the sofa.
The recent rugby internationals
are a perfect illustration of the
argument that one cannot enjoy a
big occasion to the full unless one
is actually in the stadium . The
Scottish game was thrill ing even
for those present who bel ieved
that only the Pope could manage
conversions, or that hookers wers
conversions. or that hookers were
something you didn't bring up in
polite conversation, but the same
match seen amidst the dis'.
tractions of the home could not
hope to arouse the same emotions
In a previously uncommitted
audience.
'
Veteran viewers would argue
that they have the benefit of an
endless variety of sports, which is
fair enough if figure skating or
darts are your cup of tea, but their
one real advantage is the chance
to listen to those men behind the
mike, the commentators. It has to
be admitted that accompanying
words like "There's Botham at f irst

STEPS IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION

sl.ip, legs wide apart waiting for a
tickl e" or " Now he's a player who
could sidestep four players in a
phone bo x", not to mention the
crucial ~ackground information
that Mrs Ivy Jones from
Scunthorpe has sent in the most
del ic ious cake tasted at a first
class ground this season, can only
add to one's appreciation of the
picture. Gems such as these are
obviously denied the " I wa s there "
breed of spectator.
Any discussion about televised
·sport must reflect the potential
mental health hazard it provides,
in the form of that cancer of the
cathode ray tube, advertising .
Whilst we in Britain are still
relatively free of this curse, the US
and Australia in particular, have
been virtually taken over by the
marketing men ; it is not hard to
envisage the c reat ion of a nation of
young Aussie sports fans who
believe that the dark red stai ns
upon Dennis Lillee's flannels arise
not from his prodigious shinning
of the ball , but fro m a leak in one of
the ketchup bottles which fl oat
over the screen in the commercials
that accompan y almost every
delivery.
Television
obviously_ brings
sport of all descriptions, and fro m
all parts of the globe , to those wh o
might not otherwise have the
chance to witness it, and as such
serves a useful purpose. What it
cannot do, however hard it may
try, is to put across the
atmoiphere of excitement and
en thus iasm which all sports are
capable of inspiring when played
as they were originally intended.
So, wrap up warm this we.ekend,
wrench yourself away from the
wrestling and find out what 'live'
action really means. By the way,
has anyone heard the Meadowbank score on the radio?!
Rob Kitson

THE BOAT CLUB CATCHES SOME CRABS
After a dramatic start to the
year's racing wh en. on the way to
Durham , our trailer was des troyed
by a kamikaze geriatric in a Fiat,
and then several boats fell to
pieces as soon as anyone tfied to
race in them , it was a considerable
ach ievement in itself that
Edinburgh managed to field six
crews for the Long John Whisky
sponsored Head of the River Race
on the Clyde on Saturday.
However, although the club took
second prize in the Universities
event and came third overall , it was
a shame that ma.re individual
victories could not have been
secured . While Robin Jack.Rob
Crawford-Clarke, Richard Curley
and Nick Bramwell . coxed by
Kathy Hay were winners of the
Senior C event, completing the 3½
mile course in 21 mins 27seconds,
this tim e proved better than th at of
the Senior a orew, who had a very

disappointing day. The Junior
Crew came 22nd overall , beating
many more ex perienced crews,
but th is can be of little consolation
to them in view of their defeat by
their rivals from George heriot's
their rival s from George Heriots
School.
The two womens crews
composed almost entirely of
novices also made a very
acceptable showing, both
finishing close together in the top
40 competitors, while the fourth
men's crew 's boat imploded within
yards of the start. and it seems
kinder not to dwell on their
resultant performance.
All in all , the club has shown a
quick recovery from the
misfortunes of Durham, but it is
capable of producing better
results, and we will hope to see an
improvement in the new year.
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Last Sunday at the remarkably
sociable hou r of 9.30 (it beats last
weeks 6.15 anyway), a small band
of intrepid orienteers departed
Edinburgh to do battle with the
might of Forth Valley in the
Compass Sports Cup, the national
club knockout competiti on. A
small band, yet. despite a rash
promise of free beer to all team
members , due to the nonappearance of variou s members,
who were : a) still on th e piss, b)
suffering acute essay crises c)
saving the world , or d) doubting
our ability to beat last year's
finalists and not wanting to be in a
losing side (ie sel fi sh sods).
On arrival, doubts wer e
experi enced about the sui tabi lity
of th e area for orienteering ; rock
clinibing seeming a more natural
activity oiven the terra in. The map
was considered too small , being
about th e size ot two pound notes.
but exact compari son was not
possible due to the bank s
reluctance to provide the capital
needed .
Worse was to follow , as Clare
'Judas' Heardman , showing a
strang ely misguided team loyalty,
ran for FVO despite being an
Edinburgh student; however a
captain 's run by Marse la
Robertson (the new SUSF
women 's champion) produced an
Edinburgh victory on this course.
In fact Marsela found it all so easy
that she ran the long cou rse
afterwards, greatly embarrassing
at least of the mens team and also
burnina off her coach .
Kevin Raymond and Richard
Colbeck finished first and second
on the 'B' thus giving an Edinburgh
clean sweep, but the result of the
'A' is still a subjec t of debate, as
most times are still unknown , due
partly to the absence of the
promised 'Scotsman· report , and
also to the lack of willingness to
wait in a muck-strewn farm yard
whilst being told by Tim 'Medic'
Maitland exactly what was wrong
with the knee you banged falling
over while trying to negotiate a
stretch of extremely slippery
duckboard. However inside
intelligence (otherwise known as
guesswork) tells us that Richard
Baker and Jonathan Musgrave
(SUSF champion) are fighting it
out for the lead with the FVO
'intellectual' trio. This result
assumes great signifncance when
it is realised that the losers will be
reminded of that fact at every
R Baker
avai lable opportunity.

WOMEN'S
HOCKEY
The 1st XI scored a convincing
2-0 victory over Glasgow Western
'A' at Peffermill on Saturday In a

National League Division II clash.
Facing tough opposition the
University dominated from early In
the first half, with tight marking in
defence and fluent breaks in
attack. Midway through the first
half an attack down the right was
saved by the Glasgow goalkeeper,
the ball rebounding to B. Thow
unmarked at the top of the circle
who convincingly drove the ball
home into the goalmouth. The
second half saw an even more
determined University side piling
on the pressure with occasional
Western breaks being spurned by
an efficient defence. With five
minutes remaining , a penalty
corner shot hit the woodwork and
R. MacKay effortlessly converted
the rebound, allowing the
University Its first league win of the
season against a side who had
been reported as firm favourites to
win the fixture by the national
press in mid-week.
Our congratulations go to
Linsay Kinness who has been
included in the Scottish Women 's
squad, and to Lindsay and fellow
team-meats E. Makin, L. Monhan,
J. Russell, L. Manson and E.
Anderson who have been selected
for the final Scottish Universities
trial early next term.

FOOTBALL
SMOOTH SPARTANS SLAM STUDENTS
EDINBURGH UNIV. 1; SPARTANS 3
The quiet of Peffermill was disrupted on Saturday by the University's
derby game with Spartans. Spartans are currently top of the East of
Scotland League and looking forward to a Scottish cup-tie with Forfar
Athletic. In essence, Spartans are the Edinburgh University graduate
side; hence the competitive nature of the fixture . Hosts of famous
university footballing greats have worn the white of Spartans, although
the recently graduated "Raw Meat" Ross has yet to achieve this
distinction; a fact which has Intensely annoyed the great man. " Raw
Meat" has been consigned to the Spartans second XI since his return
from London causing mayhem In the Lothian amateur leagues and at
Spartans training sessions. For example, last week the Spartans second
XI had lo take the field minus their goalkeeper who stupidly got In the
way of "Raw Meal" in training.
The University, bedevilled by Injuries, fielded an exceptionally young
and Inexperienced side, so much so that the club coach had to ask them
to take their thumbs from their mouths before leaving the dressingroom . Kenny Jameson, the precocious winner of the Charlie Nicholas
young poseur of the year award, was actually playing his first East of
Scotland league game. Not one to be overawed by the occasion , Kenny
refuses to talk to the press and will only communicate through John
" Barrel" Fraser who will only speak if his tongue is lubricated with
prodigious quantities of alcoholic liquor.
Captain Wham Rodgers was surprisingly drafted into the side.
Apparently his leather jacket was so distressed at being consigned to a
second team dressing-room peg that the coach took pity on him and
gave him a first team berth. The pungent odours, manufactured by some
sllmey French perfume companies which covered his well-manicured
body offended his less fashionable team-mates. However, their
protestations at his Inclusion were met with De Gaull-like dismissal by
the club coach .
Within minutes of the match starting the Uni were a goal down. The
Varsity netminder, Kenny " Gillette" Mltchell, who has a reputation for
having difficulty in catching a bus, never mind a well -fli ghted football ,
misjudged a perfectly innocuous corner to allow a totally unchallenged
opponent to head smartly Into an empty net. The assembled coterie of
Uni defenders were accused by the celebrated club coach of unlawful
spectatlng; a charge which they found difficult to refute.
Being a spirited bunch the Uni XI rallied to the colours and subjected
Spartans to Intermittent but intensive spells of pressure. This stop-go
attacking policy brought a host of chances lo the Varsity front line but as
usual they went untaken.
The half-time respite revived a flagging Spartans side much to the
disgust of " Raw Meat" Ross who hurled an uninterrupted torrent of
abuse at his new team-mates. The Spartans central defenders also
received substantial amounts of stick from the Dean of the Divinity
Faculty, the very reverend Andrew Ross, father of " Raw Meat" and
committed supporter of the University, who tended to let familial
loyalties somewhat cloud his Judgement. Nonetheless Spartans went
further ahead from yet another corner when one of their irksome central
defenders used " Mad Max" Currie as a ladder to obtai n the necessary
elevation to head the ball past Mitchell .
The Uni, refusing to lie down, fought back superbly . Captain Wham ,
celebrating his return to the first XI , converted a chance at the second
attempt to set up a grandstand finish which the Ross family thoroughly
revelled In. Unfortunately, with a minute to go Spartans spoiled the party
by scoring their third goal but only after they had lost their left back in a
collision with "Mad Max" Currie.
This was, however, all things considered, an extremely encouraging
Uni performance and one which they can be relatively pleased with.
THE BOSS

VOLLEYBALL:
A DIG BY SPIKE
EUVC O FALKIRK 3

Not even the return of team
hero , Windmill Walker and some of
the best volleyball played by "the
lads" this season could prevent
our fifth successive defeat. People
associated with the club for many
years, cannot remember a squad
with such consistency. A string of
defeats of this magnitude seems to
be without precedent . With next
week 's match against the league
leaders. AT Mays Travel, bloody
stupid name for a volleyball team,
the chances of extending it seem
good .
Although the scoreline suggests
we were tanked. obli terated,
stuffed and wiped off the court,
this is actually not true. Until the
end of the first set we matched the
strong Falkirk team. point fo r
point. As seems to be the case so
often EUVC's answer to Conan the
Barbarian. Rook Logue, was our
most effective spiker. However
Dago Ferguson and Squire
Swanson were hitting , as Squ ire
would put it , "some pretty top hole
spikes". As usual Randy Fisher
was penetrative, something that
warmed th e score girls and
opposing team alike, not to
mention us. However a strinQ of
bad serves and one or two careless
mistakes and we'd lost the set 1115.
With the knowledge we could
" bea t the bounders" we raised our
game to equal Falkirk in every
department , excluding spike
receive. Windmill poised the
receive . Windmill posed the
opposition some peculiar
problems, with his action which
resembles Bob Willis bowling, .

more ·than a normal spike. By now
they had discovered one or two
weak spots and were beginning to
exploit them. This combined with
the fact we had to change cou rt s,
yet another great piece of
organisation from hedgehog
Booth, enable us to give the set
away 8-15. Not bad from 7-4 up .
Starting the third set with the
confidence of Frank Spencer we
found ourselves 14-3 down but
despite a miraculous recovery,
after saving ten match points, we
lost 12-15.
But on the brighter side, we
thrashed Heriot-Watt Technical
College. At present we seem only
able to beat University teams ,
which augurs well for the Scottish
Universities Championship ; and
all those wishing to play must
attend training on Thursday,
before they can be considered for
selection .

PROBLEM CORNER
In the past week we have
received a letter asking us to
clarify the purpose of this page.
While the Sports Page is
ostensibly for articles concerning
student activities and sports, we
do, however, from time to time,
receive articles of considerable
literary prowess which are often of
local Interest to many students
who can neither afford the money
to watch pro·- sport nor indeed
to purchase a dally newspaper on
a regular basis. We feel such Items
merit Inclusion, often, unfortunately, at the expense of stralghforward reports from other clubs
which will have ample opportunity
to project themselves In future
Issues of Student.
The Not-so- New Exec
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WANTED!!!
ENTHUSIASM!
COMMITMENT!
INGENUITY!
INITIATIVE!

PORTRAIT OF THE
'STUDENT' STAFF
Simon Cartledge
Wof? I dunno d1dn I I d
Oh. all rrght then
A o this las1 week
Devlrn , Robert Plant
Mike

a:t;',~~~s.e rest
especially one (etc)

Neil Dalgleish
Cut

Paint

My hair

Penny Gibbins

MY lace

Break -A linger
Tell

Like -Singing. S1ev1e 5 ~1~~d:en Walt.
Agnes. Arthur Rackham

A 11e

Mike Devlin

Ian MacGregor
Hate- People who want to get married
make lots of money and hve 1n an Enghsh
country house·
Like Alone on a deserted beach at
sunnse with a plate ol lasagne and a
pmocolada

David Petherick
Heroes- Ooblrn. Mayakovsky
Like - Simple Minds, Absurdity
Hate- Ignorance and stupid faces
A mbition-To watch the nuking from the
moon. and wnle ,1 up for Pravda

Andrew Mackichan

Have A rot 10 offer
Don·t know Anyone who wan1s 11

Bill Williamson
Heroes Mike Leigh . Rupert B1rk1n
Desires A mche 10 hide in
Dislikes Amb1t1ous Yahs

James Meek
li kes Blue and orange
Dis likes Wee planets and portra1ls
Possessions- Few and moslly broken or
SIOlen

lain Cameron
Heroes- Gran! Ho use football team
Likes Being totally . uuerty unlrendy
Hates-The editor stealing my glue

Toby Porter

6~

1
51~: :-;~ ;irgpe Formby. Woody Allen
e eartree at lunch
r~';~n1s1ng people and art pseu,ds
Book ;New Order , Gladralors , Sharon
Ambit"- The World According to Garp
Scoua~; -To live ,nan independent

Donna Campbell

Wendy Barrett

~;,~!i:~~~~ :~Culhn. Robert F,sk

Uke- Equa1 portions of Bolhng, Rampa!

H ate-01shones1y

~~:11~;~~ny size poroon al imported pop

In - Black
Jnto- C,garettes and l1psllck
Incomprehensible- People
In danger ol - Laughtng

8 new dul1el coat

Like- Opt1m1sm

;~~~Ion - Avotd future employment

CLASSIFIED
COLUMN
Be a friend to a FOE. On
Saturday 3rd December 1n
McEwan Hall . " The Green
Bazaar"
Over 20 stalls.
Refreshments 11-4 30 pm
Heplers, plants and home baking
required for stalls. Please contact
Hanet. Jackie or Eilean. Top flat
right, 5 Bucc leuch Place, or Janet
323 Lee House Pollock.

FOR SALE. 01 Chi Voe - 1980
exce llent cond1t1on 40,500 miles, 3
month warranty. Tow bar. £1,200.
Tel 667 5718. (Ask for the good
looking one). That's me.
For Sale: Introduction to Pascal,
Welsh and Elder, Polyvinyl
Chlor,de: A Case Study. Open
University; Biology: A Functional
Approach, M. B. V. Roberts. Phone
667 5157, 6.30 pm or so

EUTC announces its General
Meeting on Wednesday 7th after
lunchtime to elec t a Festival
Admin ist rator. All nominations
very welcome. A must for all
potential National Theatre
directors.
Musical Instruments: All stringed
(incl electric) and woodwind
instruments repaired/overhauled
at competitive rates. Tel. 447 2508;
Mr I. G . Mackenz ie.

God knows - we need all these
qualities - and more. Why?
The Publications Board is look ing for
applicants to fill the soon-to-becreated post of:

STUDENT
NEWSPAPER MANAGER
The successful applicant will sit on the Publ ications
Board of Directors and will be solely responsible for
the administration and business aspects of the
University newspaper, including supervision of
distribution, monitoring of costs and house style and
close liaison with our professional staff in the sale of
advertising space. He/ she will be largely involved in
the termly selection of Student Editors, wi th whom
he/ she would work closely, without in an y way
inhibiting the freedoms of the Editor as laid down in
the Board Handbook.
Please apply in writing or request further informati on
from the Chairman, EUSPB , 1 Buccleuch Place, by
Friday, 9th December.

If YOUR Child Suffers from-

ASTHMA ·BRONCHITIS· WHOOPING COUGH
Relief from Pain

.
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THE 3
Ml:S UTE
RE,! ED Y
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.. GONE
INSOMNIA

,M,~-I
TOOTHACHE

:

:c.)

E

The Bcc3 3nd G3mma Ra rs emanated bya gcnumely Rad1uAcuveCompound arc rccoenillcll
Jnd used by doctors and sc1en!IS!s for 1he1r beneficia l and tonic effect.

Follow the Example of Other Mothers who
Have Saved THEIR Children Suffering!

